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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

The National Guard Bureau proposes the demolition, renovation, and construction of 
several projects at the 152nd Airlift Wing (152 AW) base at the Reno-Tahoe International 
Airport (RTIA) in Reno, Nevada. These projects will help meet anti-terrorism/force 
protection (AT/FP), improve aircraft safety/sustainability requirements, mission 
operability, space optimization, and community vision. This EA also examines the 152 
AW’s capacity to accept a future mission beddown. The Proposed Action constructs 
four new facilities, demolishes up to eight current facilities, and renovates up to three  
additional facilities. Improvements to roads, parking lots, expansion of the aircraft apron 
and the enclosure of a portion of a ditch are also part of the Proposed Action.    

Three alternatives, including the No Action Alternative, were identified and considered 
during the planning stages of the proposed project.  

• The No Action Alternative means the base would remain as is, which would 
affect mission execution. 

• Alternative 1 generally includes various forms of renovation, relocation, and 
construction within the base footprint.  

• Alternative 2 is the Proposed Action/Preferred Alternative.  
 
The Proposed Action would not significantly impact any of the resources analyzed. A 
listing of the resources with impacts other than significant are as follows:  

• Safety – Positive long-term impact. The parking lot locations, improvements to 
the Entry Control Facility (ECF), and relocation of the munitions facility will be up 
to AT/FP standards. In addition, the enclosure of the ditch will greatly decrease 
the attraction of hazardous wildlife such as birds, lowering the probability of 
aircraft strikes and therefore decreasing risks to life safety. 

• Air Quality – Minor temporary construction-related impact. Temporary increases 
in greenhouse gas emissions and particulate matter from construction activities 
are anticipated. However, project construction would employ best management 
practices (BMPs) to minimize fugitive dust and tailpipe emissions. The Nevada 
Air National Guard (NVANG) and any contractors would comply with all 
applicable air pollution control regulations.     

• Noise – Minor temporary construction-related impact. Temporary increases of 
noise will occur from construction activities. These will not be significant because 
BMPs will be employed and construction activities will occur between the hours 
of 7:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. to minimize nuisance noise levels. 

• Water Resources – Minor impact. The section of Margrave Ditch to be enclosed 
has been verified as a jurisdictional Waters of the United States (WOTUS) 
because it is a tributary to a traditionally navigable water, the Truckee River. This 
type of water is still defined as a WOTUS under the Navigable Waters Protection 
Rule that took effect on 20 June 2020. Piping the system will require a Section 
404 permit from the U.S Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) and a Section 401 
Water Quality Certification from the state. The work may qualify for a “Minor 
Impact Letter of Permission (LOP)” which will have to be applied for and obtained 
prior to the commencement of construction. The improvements to safety 
outweigh the minor impact to the WOTUS.  
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• Transportation and Traffic Circulation – Minor temporary construction-related 
impacts. These impacts will mostly consist of temporary road and parking lot 
closures at and adjacent to construction sites on the NVANG base property. As a 
result, 152 AW personnel and staff may have to make minor adjustments to 
access various portions of the base during project construction. 

• Socioeconomics – Temporary beneficial impact. The possible addition of a new 
mission  and the implementation of construction projects will bring an opportunity 
for local jobs, including  skilled and unskilled (general labor).  

• Hazardous Materials and Wastes – Minor temporary construction-related 
impacts. The construction and demolition projects proposed would be expected 
to temporarily increase the use of hazardous materials and petroleum products 
and generation of solid waste. Storage and use of these products would continue 
to be accomplished in accordance with applicable laws and regulations.   

 
The impacts of the Proposed Action when combined with impacts from other present or 
planned development in the surrounding area are not anticipated to result in significant 
adverse cumulative impacts. 

Implementing the Proposed Action would have no significant adverse effects, and no 
mitigation measures would be required. For many resource areas, BMPs would be 
implemented to further minimize the potential effects.  

• Land Use – No changes in land use are anticipated from the Proposed Action 
since all of the actions are taking place on the base boundaries.   

• Geological Resources – The location of construction activities has already been 
significantly altered during the construction of the RTIA and therefore will have no 
anticipated effects to geological resources.  

• Biological Resources – The Proposed Action is anticipated to have negligible 
effects on biological resources. The base is primarily impervious surfaces and 
provides little to no habitat to biological resources. However, the piping of the 
remaining portion of Margrave Ditch, while man-made, may provide very low-
quality habitat to some tolerant species.   

• Visual Resources – The Proposed Action will have no anticipated effects on 
visual resources. The location mostly consists of fairly new and modern buildings 
and the new facility heights will be similar to the current buildings.   

• Cultural Resources – In case of inadvertent archaeological discovery during 
ground-moving operations, work would immediately cease within 50 feet of the 
discovery and the 152 AW and Air National Guard Readiness Center (ANGRC) 
would conduct further consultation with the State Historic Preservation Office and 
if appropriate federally recognized tribes to determine an appropriate course of 
action.  
 

Based on the current analysis and impacts, the Proposed Action would not result in 
significant or major adverse impacts on any of the resources analyzed within this 
document, and no further analysis or documentation, such as the preparation of an 
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS), is required. If agency and public review 
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identifies other impacts, including potential significant negative impacts, this document 
may be modified as necessary. 
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1. INTRODUCTION  
 
1.1 BACKGROUND 
This Environmental Assessment (EA) was prepared to assist in the scoping process of 
the National Environmental Policy Act of 1969 (NEPA). It addresses the NVANG’s 
Proposed Action and reasonable alternatives to the Proposed Action. Analyses of the 
impacts on environmental, cultural, and socio-economic resources from the 
implementation of the Proposed Action are documented in this EA. If no significant 
impacts are found, then a Finding of No Significant Impact (FONSI) will be issued. 
Otherwise, an EIS will be prepared, or the Proposed Action will be terminated and no 
action will be taken. 
 
The National Guard Bureau (NGB) has prepared this EA consistent with the NEPA (42 
United States Code [USC] 4321-4347), Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) 
Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the National Environmental 
Policy Act (40 Code of Federal Regulations [CFR] parts 1500-1508), and 32 CFR 989, 
et seq., Environmental Impact Analyses Process. 
 
1.2 LOCATION AND HISTORY 
The NVANG’s 152 AW is located in Reno, Nevada. The base itself is located in Washoe 
County approximately three miles southeast of downtown Reno (Figure 1-1). The 152 
AW is co-located on the property of the RTIA, which is run by the Reno-Tahoe Airport 
Authority (RTAA). The facility and the adjoining airport property occupy an area of 
approximately 60.19 acres (Figure 1-2). The lease, SFRE-655, is between City of Reno, 
Nevada and the United States of America. The Department of the Air Force grants the 
NVANG use of the property through Air Force License No. DACA-05-3-68-232.  The 
lease/license was originally set to expire 1 January 2054, but has recently been 
extended to 31 December 2104. 
 
The National Security Act of 1947 allowed for the creation of the 192nd Fighter Squadron 
(192 FS) at the Stead Army Air Base. The unit officially gained federal recognition on 12 
April 1948 flying B-26 and P-51 aircrafts. Community events, donations, and support 
from congressmen such as U.S. Senator Pat McCarran (Democrat-Nevada) helped 
fund the new Nevada Air Guard unit. Early domestic operations included humanitarian 
aid missions in the winter of 1950, which dropped supplies to stranded farmers and 
miners following western U.S. snowstorms. 
 
On 1 March 1951, the unit’s 36 officers and 305 enlisted airmen activated for federal 
service in the Korean War. During its 21-month activation, the 192 FS’s aircrew served 
in Texas, Missouri, Puerto Rico, Iceland and some flew combat missions over North 
Korea. One of the pilots – 1st Lieutenant Frank Salazar – flew multiple missions for the 
45th Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron in South Korea. On 31 December 1951, 
Salazar’s P-51 was shot down during an air interdiction mission over North Korea. 
Initially listed as missing-in-action, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) recognized him as 
deceased two years later.
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Figure 1-1:  Location of the NVANG's 152 AW Installation. 
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Figure 1-2:  Overview of the RTIA and 152 AW Installation. 
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In the years following its return from active duty, the NVANG entered several lease 
agreements with the city of Reno. One of these included Hubbard Field in southeast 
Reno, today home to the RTIA. By then, USAF Strategic Air Command took control of 
the base in Stead. The federal government spent more than $2 million on airfield 
improvements, including a 2,000-foot runway extension, and shared in future 
maintenance costs for a 26-year / 29-acre lease and joint-use agreement. Those 
agreements were supplemented in 1955, extending the lease to 2054 and doubling the 
acreage. The 152 AW and the 152nd Intelligence Squadron (152 IS) – with their 1,100 
airmen – remain stationed there today.  
 
In 1961, the NVANG completed a major mission conversion from fighter bomber aircraft 
to aerial reconnaissance with the RB-57 Canberra. The unit experienced early success 
with the new aircraft and won the Air Force Association’s Earl T. Ricks Memorial trophy 
for outstanding professionalism in 1963. It was the first of many reconnaissance awards 
and was instrumental in the unit earning an Air Force Outstanding Unit Award later that 
year. In short time, the re-designated 152nd Tactical Reconnaissance Group received 
RF-101 “Voodoo” aircraft, the unit’s first supersonic aircraft. The RF-101 could reach 
speeds in excess of 1,200 miles per hour. The aircraft was outfitted with aerial cameras, 
used for photographing assigned targets in support of the Tactical Air Command 
mission. 
 
On 26 January 1968, all elements of the NVANG – excluding State Headquarters – 
were called into active duty during the Pueblo Crisis. President Lyndon B. Johnson 
ordered the call-up in response to the North Korean capture of the United States Ship 
(USS) Pueblo, a naval intelligence vessel. While no direct military retaliation was 
initiated, more than 600 Nevada Air Guardsmen were activated on one-day notice for 
service in South Korea and various other places around the U.S. and world. The military 
build-up proved to occur during a time which the president’s popularity diminished as 
the nation’s appetite for activity overseas waned and the Vietnam War protests grew. 
The deployment left the community without firefighters, journalists, police officers, and 
many in the business community. While Nevada airmen answered the nation’s call, 
newspaper editorials said the sudden deployment had “shaken up the community.” 
Nevada airmen returned home from the deployment by late spring 1969.  
 
The NVANG rebounded in the post-Vietnam Era with a new jet, the RF-4C, and a 
commitment to becoming one of the best reconnaissance units in the nation. With 
Colonel Wayne Adams as commander of the then 152nd Reconnaissance Group, the 
Reno Unit gained national recognition as the titleholder in the biennial Photo Finish 
competition, winning best overall aerial reconnaissance unit among seven ANG and two 
active duty units. It also had the best overall photo interpretation team. In 1980, Airman 
Magazine declared the “High Rollers of Reno” were “best at what they do” – aerial 
reconnaissance. In December 1991, 150 men and women were activated during 
Operation Desert Storm. The unit deployed to Sheik Isa Air Base in Bahrain and were 
among the first aircrew to fly reconnaissance missions over Kuwait and Iraq at the onset 
of the war.  
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In 1994, the 152 IS activated and combined the photo processing and interpretation 
facility functions of the 192nd Tactical Reconnaissance Squadron with the Intelligence 
Section of the 152nd Avionics Shop. On 27 September 1995, the last four operational 
RF-4C reconnaissance jet aircrafts in the U.S. military departed from the base in what 
was described as a “tear-filled ceremony.” The event included a photo session with one 
of the unit’s Operation Desert Storm aircrafts, tail No. 886. Today, that aircraft sits on 
display at the entrance gate to the NVANG Base in Reno. The 152 AW received its first 
C-130 aircraft during this time period, ushering in a new era for the base.  
 
In the Post-9/11 Era, the 152 AW also saw its operations tempo greatly increase, 
supporting Operations Enduring Freedom, Iraqi Freedom and Noble Eagle. This 
deployment cycle has increasingly become the standard for the Wing during the Global 
War on Terrorism.  
 
In addition to its overseas contingencies – cargo and personnel transportation – NGB 
announced in April 2016 that the 152 AW would replace the 145th Airlift Wing (145 AW), 
North Carolina ANG, as one of four military C-130 units nationwide flying the Modular 
Airborne Fire Fighting System (MAFFS) in support of the United States Forest Service 
(USFS). The MAFFS is a self-contained firefighting unit that is loaded into a C-130 
aircraft for use in combating fires on behalf of the USFS. The USFS's large MAFFS 
equipment—rolled into the back of a C-130 aircraft—can drop up to 3,000 gallons of 
water or fire retardant in six seconds through a nozzle on the rear of the plane. 
 
The 152 AW is currently authorized and assigned eight C-130 H3 Primary Aerospace 
Vehicles and operates the MAFFS.  
 
1.3 CURRENT NVANG AND 152 AW MISSION AND OPERATIONS 
The mission of the NVANG is to maintain a vital presence of citizen-airmen and citizen-
soldiers who are ready to protect, support, and strengthen Nevada communities. The 
airmen and soldiers are trained and prepared to respond to the orders of the Adjutant 
General and Governor of the State of Nevada. 
 
The primary mission of the 152 AW is to provide world-class, worldwide tactical air 
delivery and expeditionary combat support. Additionally, the base is home to the 152 IS 
which has the mission to gather, analyze, and interpret information from a variety of 
sources to allow leaders to make the necessary decisions to protect and defend the 
national interests of the United States. Through combined research, ANG intelligence 
specialists create databases of information and materials to support combat mission 
planning and ensure airmen are aware of the enemies’ resources and abilities. 
 
1.4  PURPOSE AND NEED  
The purpose of this Proposed Action is to support the redevelopment of the 152 AW 
installation. The 152 AW needs the Proposed Action to potentially accommodate a 
future mission beddown and achieve facility consolidation and space optimization 
through renovation, demolition, and new construction projects as outlined in the 
Installation Development Plan’s (IDP’s) unconstrained proposal. 
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The projects outlined in this EA aim to:  

• renovate outdated buildings,  
• repair buildings/roads to accommodate current and future operations and 

vehicles, 
• demolish obsolete structures, and 
• construct new buildings that meet mission and operational requirements.  

 
Several buildings on the base are obsolete and do not meet current space requirements 
for their operations. The buildings are poorly configured, do not meet energy efficiency 
guidelines, and are non-compliant with AT/FP standards. In addition, the roads within 
the installation pose a safety concern due to their poor condition and lack of proper 
maintenance. The Proposed Action ensures that current facilities are properly 
configured and infrastructure is aligned to meet current and programmed mission 
requirements. 
 
1.5 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY REQUIREMENTS  
This document follows federal, state, and local laws, regulations, and policies applicable 
to the Proposed Action. This section provides an overview of these requirements. 
 
1.5.1  National Environmental Policy Act  
The NEPA (42 U.S.C. 4321 et seq.) requires federal agencies to take into consideration 
potential environmental consequences of proposed actions in their decision-making 
process. The intent of NEPA is to protect, restore, or enhance the environment through 
well-informed federal decisions. The CEQ was established under NEPA to implement 
and oversee federal policy in this process. The CEQ subsequently issued the 
Regulations for Implementing the Procedural Provisions of the NEPA (40 CFR § 1500-
1508) (CEQ 1978). These regulations specify that an EA be prepared to: 
 

• Briefly provide sufficient evidence and analysis for determining whether to 
prepare an EIS or a FONSI; 

• Aid in an agency’s compliance with NEPA when no EIS is necessary; and 
• Facilitate preparation of an EIS when one is necessary. 

 
To comply with NEPA and other pertinent environmental requirements, such as those 
established by the Endangered Species Act (ESA) and the National Historic 
Preservation Act (NHPA), the decision-making process includes a study of 
environmental issues related to the Proposed Action at the 152 AW. 
 
1.5.2  The Environmental Impact Analysis Process  
Both NEPA and CEQ regulations require intergovernmental notifications prior to making 
any detailed statement of environmental impacts. Through the process of Interagency 
and Intergovernmental Coordination for Environmental Planning (IICEP), the USAF 
must notify concerned federal, state, and local agencies and the public, and allow them 
sufficient time to evaluate potential environmental impacts of a Proposed Action. 
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Through the IICEP process, this DOPAA is meant to notify relevant federal, state, and 
local agencies and the public of the actions proposed and to solicit any comments or 
concerns. The IICEP distribution list and agency responses to the Proposed Action at 
the 152 AW will be documented and used in the EA to determine any impacts to 
resources. 
 
1.5.3  Endangered Species Act  
The ESA (16 USC §§ 1531–1544, as amended) established measures for the protection 
of plant and animal species that are federally listed as threatened and endangered, and 
for the conservation of habitats that are critical to the continued existence of those 
species. Federal agencies must evaluate the effects of their Proposed Actions through a 
set of defined procedures, which can include the preparation of a Biological Assessment 
and can require formal consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) 
under Section 7 of the ESA.  
 
1.5.4  Clean Air Act and Conformity Requirements  
The Clean Air Act (CAA) (42 USC §§ 7401–7671q, as amended) provided the authority 
for the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA) to establish nationwide air 
quality standards to protect public health and welfare. Federal standards, known as the 
National Ambient Air Quality Standards (NAAQS), were developed for six criteria 
pollutants: ozone (O3), nitrogen dioxide (NO2), carbon monoxide (CO), sulfur dioxide 
(SO2), particulate matter (PM), and lead (Pb). The CAA also requires that each state 
prepare a State Implementation Plan (SIP) for maintaining and improving air quality and 
eliminating violations of the NAAQS. Under the CAA Amendments of 1990, federal 
agencies are required to determine whether their undertakings are in conformance with 
the applicable SIP. In addition, they must demonstrate that their actions will not cause 
or contribute to a new violation of the NAAQS; increase the frequency or severity of any 
existing violation; or delay timely attainment of any standard, emission reduction, or 
milestone contained in the SIP. The USEPA has set forth regulations 40 CFR Part 51, 
Subpart W that require the proponent of a Proposed Action to perform an analysis to 
determine if its implementation would conform to the SIP. If the total direct and indirect 
emissions from the Proposed Action are below the de minimis levels, the action is 
exempt. 
 
1.5.5  Water Resources Regulatory Requirements  
The Federal Water Pollution Control Act (as also known as the Clean Water Act [CWA]) 
has a goal to restore and maintain the chemical, physical and biological integrity of 
waters (lakes, rivers, streams, wetlands, estuaries, and coastal zones) throughout the 
nation. As such, the CWA establishes the basic structure for regulating discharges of 
pollutants into the waters of the Unites States and regulating quality standards for 
surface waters. Pertinent sections of the CWA include but is not limited to: 
 

Section 401 gives States and authorized Tribes the authority to grant, deny or 
waive certification of proposed federally-licensed or permitted activities that may 
result in a discharge into waters of the United States. 
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Section 402 requires that all construction sites on an acre or greater of land, as 
well as municipal, industrial and commercial facilities discharging wastewater or 
stormwater directly from a point source (a pipe, ditch or channel) into a surface 
water of the United States (a lake, river, and/or ocean) must obtain permission 
under the National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (NPDES) permit.  
 
Section 404 regulates development activities in or near streams or wetlands and 
requires a permit from the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE) for dredging 
and filling in wetlands. 

 
The Rivers and Harbors Act prohibits the construction of any bridge, dam, dike, 
causeway or other structures over or in navigable waterways of the U.S. Section 10 of 
the Act prohibits (1) building of any wharfs, piers, jetties, and other structures and (2) 
excavating or filling within navigable waters without a Section 10 permit from the 
USACE. 
 
 Section 438 of the Energy Independence Security Act (EISA) of 2007 (42 USC § 
17094) requires all federal agencies, including the DoD, to reduce stormwater runoff 
from federal development projects with a footprint that exceeds 5,000 square feet. 
These projects shall use site planning, design, construction, and maintenance strategies 
for the property and maintain or restore, to the maximum extent technically feasible, the 
predevelopment hydrology of the property with regard to the temperature, rate, volume, 
and duration of flow. Federal agencies are required to use the Technical Guidance on 
Implementing the Stormwater Runoff Requirements for Federal Projects to comply with 
the requirements of EISA Section 438. The Technical Guidance was prepared by the 
USEPA, EPA 841-B-09-001, December 2009 as part of stormwater management 
design. 
Executive Order (EO) 11990 Protection of Wetlands is intended to minimize the 
destruction, loss or degradation of wetlands and to preserve and enhance the natural 
and beneficial values of wetlands. Federal agencies are required to consider 
alternatives to the use of wetland sites and to limit potential damage if an activity 
affecting a wetland cannot be avoided.  
 
EO 11988 Floodplain Management, as amended by EO 13690 Establishing a Federal 
Flood Risk Management Standard and a Process for Further Soliciting and Considering 
Stakeholder Input requires federal agencies to avoid to the greatest extent possible, the 
long- and short-term adverse impacts associated with the occupancy and modification 
of floodplains, and to avoid direct and indirect support of floodplain development 
wherever there is a practicable alternative. 
 
The Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regulates floodplains, which are 
recognized as Special Flood Hazard Areas (SFHAs) on the Flood Insurance Rate Maps. 
SFHAs are defined as the area that will be inundated by a flood event having a 1 
percent chance of being equaled or exceeded in any given year (commonly referred to 
as the 100-year floodplain).  
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1.5.6  Cultural Resources Regulatory Requirements  
The NHPA of 1966 (16 USC § 470) established the National Register of Historic Places 
(NRHP) and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation which outlines procedures 
for the management of cultural resources on federal property. Cultural resources can 
include archaeological remains, architectural structures, and traditional cultural 
properties such as ancestral settlements, historic trails, and places where significant 
historic events occurred. The NHPA requires federal agencies to consider potential 
effects to cultural resources that are listed, nominated to, or eligible for listing in the 
NRHP; designated a National Historic Landmark; or identified by a Native American 
tribe as important to their cultural identity for maintaining their traditional culture. Section 
106 of NHPA requires federal agencies to consult with the appropriate State Historic 
Preservation Office (SHPO) if their undertakings might affect such resources. Protection 
of Historic and Cultural Properties (36 CFR 800 [1986]) provides an explicit set of 
procedures that ensures federal agencies meet their obligations under the NHPA, which 
includes inventorying resources and consultation with SHPO.  
 
EO 13007 Indian Sacred Sites directs each federal agency that manages federal lands 
to “(1) accommodate access to and ceremonial use of Indian sacred sites by Indian 
religious practitioners and (2) avoid adversely affecting the physical integrity of such 
sacred sites.” This EO also directs each federal agency to report to the President on 
“procedures implemented or proposed to facilitate with appropriate Indian tribes and 
religious leaders.” The American Indian Religious Freedom Act (42 USC § 1996) 
established federal policy to protect and preserve the rights of Native Americans to 
believe, express, and exercise their traditional religions, including providing access to 
sacred sites. The Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation Act (NAGPRA) 
(25 USC §§ 3001–3013) requires consultation with Native American Tribes prior to 
excavation or removal of human remains and certain objects of cultural importance. 
 
In addition, DoD Instruction 4710.02 (DoD Interactions with Federally-Recognized 
Tribes) assigns responsibilities and provides procedures for DOD interactions with 
federally recognized tribes in accordance with EO 13175 Consultation and Coordination 
with Indian Tribal Governments. This DoD Instruction requires that all DOD components 
shall consult with tribes whenever proposing an action that may have the potential to 
significantly affect protected tribal resources, tribal rights, or Indian lands. 
 
1.5.7  Anti-Terrorism/Force Protection  
DoD has developed Anti-Terrorism / Force Protection (AT/FP) standards that are 
designed to reduce the likelihood of physical damage and mass casualties from 
potential terrorist attacks. Antiterrorism standards are based on DoD Instruction 2000.16 
(2006), Air Force Instruction (AFI) 10-245 (2017), and AFI 31-118 (2017). These 
documents establish guidance and procedures to reduce the vulnerability of the 
installation and personnel to terrorism or terrorist activities. Unified Facilities Criteria 
(UFC) 4-010-01 (DoD Minimum Anti-terrorism Standards for Buildings) outlines various 
planning, construction, and operational standards to address potential terrorist threats. 
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1.5.8  Sustainability and Green Infrastructure  
UFC 1-200-02 High Performance and Sustainable Building Requirements provides 
minimum unified requirements, and guidance for planning, designing, constructing, 
renovated, and maintaining high performance and sustainable buildings that will 
enhance DoD mission capability by reducing total ownership costs. The guidance seeks 
to improve mission capability through:  
 

• Reduced total ownership costs of buildings  
• Improved energy and water efficiency  
• Enhanced building and installation performance and sustainability  
• Promoting sustainable resource and environmental stewardship  
• Enhanced energy and water security 

 
The Energy Policy Act of 2005, EISA of 2007, and EO 13693 mandate Federal 
agencies to lead by example, promoting sustainable Federal buildings through 
environmentally-sound, economically-sound, and fiscally-sound design, construction, 
and operating decisions. The Federal requirements collectively are referred to as the 
“Guiding Principles”, and are detailed in “Guiding Principles for Sustainable Federal 
Buildings and Associated Instructions”, February 2016, which replaces “Guiding 
Principles for Federal High Performance and Sustainable Buildings”, 2008. Consistent 
with UFC program requirements, UFC 1-200-02 integrates DoD requirements 
Department of Defense Instruction (DODI 4170.11 and other DoD Policies) with High 
Performance and Sustainable Building Guiding Principles (HPSB GP) and industry 
standards for high performance and sustainable buildings. Federal agencies are 
required to target and report annual progress toward HPSB GP compliance, with the 
ultimate goal of 15% compliance of the existing building inventory by 2025. 
 
For the Air Force, AGRAM 17-01 Change to AF New Construction and Major 
Renovation Certification Requirements provides guidance on the Air Force (AF) switch 
from using Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design (LEED) certification to a 
third-party certification following the DoD version of Guiding Principles Compliance 
certification of the US Green Building Council /Green Business Certification Inc. (GBCI). 
This rating system has been determined to better serve as an indicator of HPSB GP 
Compliance (Air Force Civil Engineer Center [AFCEC. 2017]). This guidance applies to 
new buildings greater than 5000 SF with construction costs greater than $3 Million, and 
to renovations to existing buildings greater than 5000 SF with construction costs greater 
than $3 Million and 50% estimated replacement costs. 
 
1.5.9  Other Executive Orders  
Environmental Justice. EO 12898 Federal Actions to Address Environmental Justice in 
Minority Populations and Low-Income Populations requires that to the greatest extent 
practicable and permitted by law each federal agency make achieving environmental 
justice part of its mission. Federal agencies are required to identify and address any 
disproportionately high and adverse human health or environmental effects of its 
programs, policies, and activities on minority populations and low-income populations in 
the United States. 
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Protection of Children. EO 13045 Protection of Children from Environmental Health and 
Safety Risks recognizes children may suffer disproportionately from environmental 
health risks and safety risks. The EO prioritizes identification and assessment of 
environmental health and safety risks that may affect children. It also promotes federal 
agency policies, programs, activities, and standards to address environmental risks and 
safety risks to children. 
 
Invasive Species.  EO 13751 Safeguarding the Nation from the Impacts of Invasive 
Species calls for actions “to prevent the introduction of invasive species and provide for 
their control and to minimize the economic, plant, animal, ecological, and human health 
impacts that invasive species cause” utilizing the laws of the United States of America, 
including the NEPA of 1969, as amended (42 USC §4321, et seq.), the Nonindigenous 
Aquatic Nuisance Prevention and Control Act of 1990 (16 USC §4701, et seq.), the 
Plant Protection Act (7 USC §7701, et seq.), the Lacey Act, as amended (18 USC §42; 
16 USC §3371-3378, et seq.), the Endangered Species Act of 1973, as amended (16 
USC §1531, et seq.), the Noxious Weed Control and Eradication Act of 2004 (7 USC 
§7781, et seq.), and other pertinent statutes.  EO 13751 amends and replaces the 
earlier EO 13112 Invasive Species. 
 
Migratory Birds.  EO 13186 Responsibilities of Federal Agencies to Protect Migratory 
Birds furthers the intent of the Migratory Bird Treaty Act (16 U.S.C. 703–711) to ensure 
the conservation of migratory birds and their habitats.  The EO further ensures 
environmental analysis of Federal actions required by the National Environmental Policy 
Act of 1969 (42 U.S.C. 4321-4347) or other established environmental review 
processes evaluate the effects of actions and agency plans on migratory birds, with an 
emphasis on species of concern. 
 
Farmland Protection. The Farmland Protection Policy Act of 1981 (7 U.S.C. 4201) 
requires federal agencies to identify adverse impacts to prime and/or unique farmlands 
within a project action area.  
 
1.5.10 Intergovernmental Review of Federal Programs 
IICEP is a federally mandated process for informing and coordinating with other 
governmental agencies regarding Proposed Actions. As detailed in 40 CFR § 1501.4(b), 
CEQ regulations require intergovernmental notifications prior to making any detailed 
statement of environmental impacts. Through the IICEP process, the ANG notifies 
relevant federal, state, and local agencies as well as Native American tribes and allows 
them sufficient time to make known their environmental concerns specific to a Proposed 
Action. Comments and concerns submitted by these agencies during the IICEP process 
are subsequently incorporated into the analysis of potential environmental impacts 
conducted as part of the EA. 
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2. DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES  1 

 2 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 3 

The goals and needs of the 152 AW are outlined in the 2018 IDP for the NVANG in 4 

Reno, Nevada. The overall needs focus on meeting space requirements, maintaining 5 

infrastructure, and complying with security requirements. This chapter discusses a total 6 

of eight projects and potential alternatives from the 2018 IDP that are likely to receive 7 

federal funding within the next 5 to 7 years. Seven new construction projects are 8 

planned to increase the base’s ability to carry out its mission. Several demolitions will 9 

provide the space necessary for these new and renovated facilities and parking lots. An 10 

eighth project is currently listed as tentative for the 152 AW. Reno may be a candidate 11 

for future mission beddown. Part of this analysis will help determine whether the new 12 

152 AW has the capacity to accommodate a new mission. If the 152 AW is selected for 13 

a new mission, this may result in changes of various projects in Table 2-1. However, 14 

since many of the projects are similar, the potential future actions will be analyzed with 15 

the assumption that each project is moving forward even if the implementation of one 16 

project (i.e.a new mission beddown ) will change or alter other projects.    17 

 18 

2.2 PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES 19 

2.2.1 Proposed Action 20 

The Proposed Action is summarized in Table 2-1. Additional details on the selected 21 

projects are discussed below. The proposed projects include a list of new construction, 22 

renovation, and demolition projects. Together, the projects in the Proposed Action 23 

further the overall plan to rectify space deficiencies, address AT/FP and other safety/ 24 

security concerns, accommodate parking and circulation needs, reduce bird strike 25 

hazards, and promote energy efficiency. 26 

 27 

2.2.1.1 New Construction 28 

The following seven new construction projects from the 2018 IDP are outlined in this 29 

EA: 30 

• New Consolidated Support Facility – This project constructs a new two-story 31 

28,322 SF Consolidated Support Facility in the former Building 56 footprint. The 32 

project includes relocating the gym from Building 67 and the Dining Hall and 33 

Services from Building 111 to this new facility. 34 

• New Petroleum, Oil, Lubricant (POL) Refueler Yard – This project constructs a 35 

new 1,957 SF POL refueler yard in the western half of the former Building 10 36 

footprint. 37 

• New Privately Owned Vehicle (POV) Parking Lots – This project constructs new 38 

parking lots in the general vicinity of former Building 56 (9,123 SF) and Building 39 

76 (22,500 SF) footprints. 40 

• New Aircraft Structural Equipment (ASE)/Engine Shop Facility – This project 41 

constructs a new 23,100 SF building in the former Building 10 footprint to house 42 

ASE/Engine Shop Facility. 43 

• New Engine Run-up Pad – This project constructs a new 17,908 SF engine run-44 

up pad. 45 
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• New Modular Airborne Fire Fighting System (MAFFS) Storage Facility – This 46 

project constructs a new 4,000 SF MAFFS Storage Facility with power. 47 

• New Entry Control Facility (ECF) – This project constructs a new 20,000 SF ECF 48 

in the vicinity of Building 400. 49 

 50 

2.2.1.2 Renovations 51 

Several existing facilities, parking areas, and roadways require renovations, including 52 

additions, to meet current and future uses. The renovation projects include: 53 

• Roadway Improvement – This project realigns 8,000 square yards (SY) of 54 

roadways and eliminates excess pavement. 55 

• Addition to Building 111 (Medical Training and Dining Facility) – This project 56 

constructs a 1,100 SF addition onto Building 111 for the Expeditionary Medical 57 

Support System (EMEDS) and Medical Group (MDG). 58 

• Addition to Building 130 (Fuel Cell) – This project constructs an 11,877 SF 59 

addition onto Building 130 to upgrade the Fuel Cell for “J” model aircraft. 60 

• Parking Lot Addition – This project extends parking by 75,555 SF west of 61 

Buildings 700, 600, 691, and 86 to the north to meet current POV parking 62 

requirements. 63 

• Expand Aircraft Parking Apron – This project expands the airfield apron by 64 

135,616 SF to allow for adequate separation between the edge of the aircraft 65 

parking apron and any fixed or mobile obstacle. The project includes extending 66 

the blast fence. 67 

• Enclose Drainage Ditch – This project will enclose the existing drainage ditch, 68 

named Margrave Ditch, located along the north and northeast perimeter of the 69 

base (43,516 SF) via a pipe. 70 

• Relocate Munitions Storage – This project relocates 3,900 SF Munitions Storage 71 

to the north of the temporary MAFFS Storage Area. 72 

• ECF Renovations – This project upgrades the perimeter fencing on the north and 73 

west sides of the base as well as conducts full depth replacement on 74 

approximately 8% of pavement surface area. 75 

• New Mission Capacity– Reconfigure Building 76 for the need of a potential new 76 

mission beddown. Addition of drywall partitions to provide appropriate 77 

configurations and roof replacement. 78 

 79 

2.2.1.3 Demolitions 80 

The Proposed Action demolishes outdated facilities, totaling approximately 259,940 SF, 81 

in order to construct new facilities and parking lots. Demolition projects include the 82 

following: 83 

• Demolish Buildings 4 (926 SF), 56 (191,191 SF), 66 (4,686 SF), and 67 (4,437 84 

SF) for new Consolidated Support Facility and new POV parking lots. 85 

• Demolish Building 76 (20,719 SF) for new POV parking lot and addition to 86 

Building 111. 87 

• Demolish Building 10 (20,135 SF) for new POL Refueler Yard and ASE/Engine 88 

Shop Facility. 89 
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• Demolish Buildings 2 (4,096 SF) and 82 (13,750 SF) because they are outdated 90 

and do not meet building requirements or conform to applicable regulations to 91 

perform Engine Shop and Aircraft Ground Equipment (AGE) functions (which will 92 

be moved elsewhere). 93 

 94 

2.2.2 Alternatives Considered for Further Analysis 95 

2.2.2.1 No Action Alternative 96 

Under the No Action Alternative, none of the proposed projects would be implemented. 97 

The 152 AW will continue to have space deficiencies, facilities that do not meet current 98 

requirements or standards, and parking areas that are not sufficient in size nor 99 

compliant with Anti-Terrorism / Force Protection (AT/FP) standards. The No Action 100 

Alternative would not meet the needs of the 152 AW; however, the EA analyzes this 101 

alternative per CEQ regulations and as a baseline to compare potential impacts of the 102 

Proposed Action. 103 

 104 

2.2.2.2 Alternative 1 105 

Alternatives to the Preferred Alternative are summarized in Table 2-1. Alternative 1 106 

includes the following changes from the Proposed Action:  107 

• Construction of a new 10,522 SF Consolidated Support Facility in the footprint of 108 

former Building 56 instead of a 28,322 SF building (Project 1);  109 

• Relocation of gym and deployment processing to Building 600 instead of the new 110 

Consolidated Support Facility (Project 1);  111 

• Addition of 10,165 SF to and reconfiguration of 8,235 SF of the Medical and 112 

Dining functions at Building 111 instead of moving the Dining function to the new 113 

Building 56 (Project 2);  114 

• No construction of new parking lots in the general vicinity of former Buildings 56 115 

and 76 (Project 3);  116 

• Addition of 10,700 SF addition to the Engine Shop at Building 82 rather than 117 

demolishing it and building a new ASE/Engine Shop (Project 4);  118 

• Acquisition of 15,000 SF of land east of Building 3 for the engine run-up pad 119 

instead of enclosing Margrave Ditch to construct a pad (Project 5);  120 

•  Riprap the existing Margrave Ditch and remove vegetation – 39,420 SF. (Project 121 

6);  122 

• Relocation of 3,900 SF Munitions Storage to Reno-Stead Airport or Carson City 123 

instead of to the north of temporary MAFFS Storage Area (Project 8); and 124 

• Removal of a portion of the Building 400 parking lot to construct a new large 125 

vehicle inspection area and then relocation the traffic check house (10,000 SF) 126 

instead of constructing a new ECF (Project 8); 127 

• Demolish and construct new building in the place of Building 76 for a potential 128 

new mission (Project 9).  129 

 130 

Constructing additions onto an existing facility and constructing new facilities with 131 

smaller footprints, as would occur with the implementation of Alternative 1, both 132 

minimize costs and impacts to the environment, but are generally inadequate to fully 133 

support mission requirements. However, the demolition of Building 76 and construction 134 
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of a new building for a new mission beddown would not be cost effective. Based on 135 

these criteria, Alternative 1 is not the Preferred Alternative. 136 

2.2.2.3 Preferred Alternative 137 

The Preferred Alternative is summarized in Table 2-1. The location of each project is 138 

outlined in Figure 2-1, which shows alternate locations for each project as described in 139 

Alternative 1. The Preferred Alternative includes:  140 

• Construction of a new two-story Consolidated Support Facility (29,240 SF) in the 141 

former footprint of Building 56;  142 

• Realignment of 8,000 SY of roadways;  143 

• Addition of 1,100 SF to Building 111 (Medical/Service Facility);  144 

• Addition of 11,877 SF to Building 130 (Fuel Cell);  145 

• Construction of a new 1,957 SF POL Refueler Yard in the western half of former 146 

Building 10 footprint;  147 

• Extension of parking by 75,555 SF west of Buildings 700, 600, 691, and 86;  148 

• construction of new parking lots in general vicinity of former Building 56 (9,123 149 

SF) and Building 76 (22,500 SF) footprints;  150 

• Construction of a new 23,100 SF ASE/Engine Shop Facility in former footprint of 151 

Building 10;  152 

• Expansion of aircraft parking apron by 135,616 SF and extension of blast fence 153 

accordingly;  154 

• Construction of a new 17,908 SF engine run-up pad after enclosing the Margrave 155 

Ditch;  156 

• Enclosure of the existing portion of Margrave Ditch (43,156 SF);  157 

• Construction of a new 4,000 SF MAFFS Storage Facility;  158 

• Relocation of 3,900 SF Munitions Storage to north of the temporary MAFFS 159 

storage area;  160 

• Construction of a new 20,000 SF ECF in vicinity of former Building 400 footprint;  161 

• Upgrade to fencing on the north and west perimeters;  162 

• Full depth replacement on approximately 8% of pavement surface area; and  163 

• Demolition of Buildings 2, 4, 10, 56, 66, 67, 76, and 82 to allow for new 164 

construction and additions; 165 

• Potential reconfiguration and replacement roof of Building 76 for a new mission 166 

beddown.   167 

 168 

Pictures of the locations of each construction project are shown in Figure 2-2 through 169 

Figure 2-19.170 
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Table 2-1:  Summary of Proposed Projects at NVANG’s 152 AW. 171 

# 
Project Title / 
Number / 
Execution Year 

Scope Project Need No Action Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2  
(Preferred Alternative) 

1 Construct Wing Ops 
& Training  
/ UCTL149056  
/ 2024 

Construct a 
new 
Consolidated 
Support 
Facility. 

To meet space 
requirements, energy 
efficiency standards, 
and AT/FP 
compliance. 

Leave outdated facility in 
current status, which does not 
meet space requirements or 
AT/FP standards.  

• Demolish Bldgs. 4 (926 SF), 56 (19,191 SF), 
66 (4,686 SF), and 67 (4,437 SF) for 29,240 
SF total.  

• Construct a new 10,522 SF Consolidated 
Support Facility in the former Bldg. 56 
footprint. 

• Relocate gym and deployment processing to 
excess space in Bldg. 600. 

• Realign 8,000 SY of roadways and eliminate 
excess pavement. 

• Demolish Bldgs. 4 (926 SF), 56 (19,191 SF), 66 (4,686 
SF), and 67(4,437 SF) for 29,240 SF total.  

• Construct a new two-story 28,322 SF Consolidated 
Support Facility in the former Bldg. 56 footprint. 

• Relocate gym from Bldg. 67 and Dining Hall and 
Services from Bldg. 111 to new Consolidated Support 
Facility.  

• Realign 8,000 SY of roadways and eliminate excess 
pavement. 

2 Repair Medical 
Training & Dining 
Facility (Bldg. 111) 
and upgrade Bldg. 
130  
/ UCTL182111  
/ 2023 

Consolidate 
EMEDS and 
MDG and 
upgrade Fuel 
Cell (Bldg. 
130). 

To provide appropriate 
space for medical 
operations, promote 
health and safety of 
patients, personnel, 
and maintain patient 
privacy and update 
Fuel Cell for “J” model 
aircraft. 

Leave outdated facility in 
current status. The MDG will 
continue to be approximately 
4,100 SF under its 
authorization for space. The 
existing layout and condition 
will remain unconducive to 
medical operations. Leave 
Fuel Cell in current status. 

• Construct 10,165 SF addition onto current 
Medical / Service Facility (Bldg. 111).  

• Reconfigure 8,235 SF of Bldg. 111 interior 
layout for Services & MDG. Swap MDG & 
Services Flight sides to move MDG closer to 
EMEDS in Bldg. 76. 

• Renovate Bldg. 76 to meet EMEDS 
requirements. 

• Construct 11,877 SF addition to Bldg. 130. 

• Demolish Bldg. 76 (20,719 SF). 
• Construct 1,100 SF addition onto Bldg. 111 for EMEDS 

and MDG.  
• Relocate EMEDS from Bldg. 76.  
• Construct 11,877 SF addition to Bldg. 130. 

3 Repair Roads & 
Parking (may be 
combined with 
Construct new POL 
refueler parking 
area) 
/ UCTL102712  
/ 2021 

Construct new 
POL refueler 
yard and 
create POV 
parking. 

To create AT/FP-
compliant parking 
locations and 
additional parking to 
meet authorized area 
SY. 

Keep existing POL refueler 
parking area and parking lots 
without AT/FP compliance.  

• Demolish Bldg. 10 (20,135 SF).  
• Construct new 1,957 SF POL refueler 

parking area and additional POV parking lot 
in vicinity of former Bldg. 10 footprint. 

• Extend parking by 75,555 SF west of Bldgs. 
700, 600, 691, and 86 to the north to meet 
current POV parking requirements. 

• Demolish Bldg. 10 (20,135 SF). 
• Construct new 1,957 SF POL refueler yard in the 

western half of the former Bldg. 10 footprint. 
• Extend parking by 75,555 SF west of Bldgs. 700, 600, 

691, and 86 to the north to meet current POV parking 
requirements. 

• Construct new parking lots in general vicinity of former 
Bldg. 56 (9,123 SF) and Bldg. 76 (22,500 SF) 
footprints. 

4 Construct New ASE 
/ Engine Shop 
Facility and MAFFS 
Storage Facility / Not 
yet available  
/ 2026 

Construct 
facility 
designed for 
ASE 
operations. 

To create an ASE 
facility that meets 
current facility 
standards. 

Leave outdated facility in its 
current status. The ASE / 
Engine Shop Facility will 
continue to be approximately 
10,700 SF under its space 
authorization. The facility will 
remain inadequate because it 
was not designed for ASE; 
also, it lacks pull-through 
capability and storage space. 

• Demolish Bldg. 2 (4,096 SF).  
• Construct 10,700 SF addition to Bldg. 82, 

allowing for combining of ASE with the 
Engine Shop. 

• Construct 4,000 SF MAFFS storage facility. 

• Demolish Bldgs. 2 (4,096 SF) and 82 (13,750 SF).  
• Construct a new 23,100 SF Bldg. in the former Bldg. 10 

footprint to house ASE / Engine Shop facility. 
• Construct 4,000 SF MAFFS storage facility. 
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# 
Project Title / 
Number / 
Execution Year 

Scope Project Need No Action Alternative Alternative 1 Alternative 2  
(Preferred Alternative) 

5 Expand Aircraft 
Parking Apron  
/ Not yet available  
/ 2025 

Expand or 
construct new 
airfield apron. 

To ensure assigned 
aircraft can be 
accommodated and 
that the pavement 
surface is maintained. 

Maintain current aircraft 
parking apron space. The 
parking apron will continue to 
be approximately 7,621 SF 
under its authorization for 
space. The parking apron will 
remain inadequate since it is 
not large enough to 
accommodate assigned 
aircraft without a wingtip 
waiver. 

• Expand airfield apron by 135,616 SF to allow 
adequate physical separation between edge 
of aircraft parking apron and any fixed or 
mobile obstacle. Acquire additional land 
(21,861 SF) to construct airfield apron 
access taxiway.  

• Extend blast fence. 
• Acquire 15,000 SF of land east of Bldg. 3 for 

engine run-up pad. 

• Expand airfield apron by 135,616 SF to allow adequate 
physical separation between edge of aircraft parking 
apron and any fixed or mobile obstacle. Acquire 
additional land (21,861 SF) to construct airfield apron 
access taxiway.  

• Extend blast fence.  
• Construct a 17,908 SF engine run-up pad. 

6 Pipe existing portion 
of Margrave Ditch  
/ Not yet available  
/ 2022 

Reduce/elimin
ate bird & 
wildlife strike 
hazard from 
existing 
drainage ditch. 

To reduce/eliminate 
bird strike hazard. 

Leave Margrave Ditch in 
current condition with current 
bird strike hazards in place. 

Riprap the existing Margrave Ditch and 
remove vegetation – 39,420 SF. Would not 
meet purpose and need and it would be a 
costly maintenance project. 

Enclose the remaining portion of Margrave Ditch as it is 
before and after the NVANG Base property – 43,516 SF. 
Will require a Section 404 permit and Section 401 Water 
Quality Certification. 

7 Relocate munitions 
storage  
/ Not yet available 
/ 2023 

Relocate 
munitions to 
meet AT/FP 
requirements. 

Munitions storage 
does not meet the 72-
hour readiness 
requirements. 

Keep munitions storage in the 
current area, leaving parking 
inadequately addressed. 

Relocate 3,900 SF Munitions Storage to 
Reno-Stead Airport or Carson City. 

Relocate 3,900 SF Munitions Storage to north of 
temporary MAFFS Storage Area. 

8 Construct large 
vehicle inspection 
area  
/ Not yet available 
/ 2024 

Construct a 
proper vehicle 
check area 
and fencing to 
meet AT/FP 
regulations. 

Updated ECF and 
fencing are needed for 
long-term sustainability 
and security. 

Keep vehicle inspection area 
as-is with inspections inside 
the gate and large vehicles 
obstructing traffic. The ECF is 
not compliant with AT/FP 
regulations because it does 
not give inspectors ability to 
search vehicles and does not 
have intrusion control. 

• Remove portion of Bldg. 400 parking lot, 
construct new large vehicle inspection area, 
and relocate traffic check house (10,000 
SF). 

• Upgrade fencing on the north and west 
perimeters.  

• Conduct full depth replacement on 
approximately 8% of pavement surface area 
and routine maintenance to sustain 
condition. 

• Construct new ECF in the vicinity of Bldg. 400 (20,000 
SF). 

• Upgrade perimeter fencing on the north and west 
perimeters.  

• Conduct full depth replacement on approximately 8% of 
pavement surface area and routine maintenance to 
sustain condition. 

9 New Mission 
Beddown  

To provide an 
adequately 
sized and 
properly 
configured 
facility in 
support of a 
new mission. 

Renovation or 
construction of a 
12,900 SF building to 
house 107 to 117 
personnel. 

Maintain existing facility in 
current condition and 
configuration. No 
reconfiguration of interior 
spaces. Fails to support new 
mission requirements. 

• Demolish existing building and construct 
new building. Same space and functions, but 
with a higher cost 

• Reconfigure Building 76 for potential new mission 
beddown. 

• Addition of drywall partitions to provide appropriate 
configurations and space for new mission. 

• Replace roof of Building 76. 

172 
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Figure 2-1:  Map of the project locations for the 152 AW at RTIA. Each number corresponds to the project descriptions in Table 2-1. Project numbers demarcated by an asterisk (*) show alternative 
locations described in the Alternative 1 column in Table 2-1 while all other numbers correspond with the location of the Preferred Alternative. Projects demarcated by a double asterisk (**) indicates the 
alternate location is off base. In this instance, the location for Alternative 1 for project 7 is at the Reno-Stead Airport approximately 13 miles north-northwest.  
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Figure 2-2:  Building 56. The Proposed Action includes the demolition of Building 56 
(19,191 SF) and construction of a new 28,322 SF Consolidated Support Facility in the 
former building’s footprint (Project 1). 

 

 
Figure 2-3:  An alternate view of Building 56, to be demolished for construction of the 
new Consolidated Support Facility under the Proposed Action (Project 1). 
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Figure 2-4:  Building 4 (Chaplain’s Office). This building is scheduled for demolition 
(Project 1). 

 

 
Figure 2-5:  Buildings 66 (left; Sierra Air National Guard Association Building) and 67 
(right; gymnasium) are scheduled for demolition (Project 1). 
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Figure 2-6:  Building 111. The Proposed Action includes the addition of 1,100 SF and 
interior layout reconfiguration (Project 2). 

 

 

 
Figure 2-7:  An alternate view of Building 111 and the location for the 1,100 SF addition 
that would occur under the Proposed Action (Project 2). 
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Figure 2-8:  Building 130. An 11,877 SF addition is planned for this building (Project 2). 

 

 
Figure 2-9:  Building 76. This building will be reconfigured and the roof replaced to fit the 
needs of a new mission beddown (Project 9). This building is scheduled for demolition 
(Project 2) and location of future parking (Project 3) if the base is not selected for a new 
mission. 
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Figure 2-10:  Building 10. The Proposed Action includes demolition of Building 10 (Flex 
Space – 20,135 SF) and construction of a new POL Refueler Yard on the western half 
of the building’s former footprint (Project 3). Location of new 23,100 square feet facility 
to house ASE/Engine Shop (Project 4). 

 

 
Figure 2-11:  An alternate view of the location where the new POL Refueler Yard would 
be constructed under the Proposed Action (Project 3). 
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Figure 2-12:  Building 2. The Proposed Action includes demolition of Building 2 (AGE – 
4,096 SF) and construction of a new 23,100 SF Building in the former Building 10 
footprint to house ASE/Engine Shop Facility (Project 4). 

 

 
Figure 2-13:  Building 82. The Proposed Action includes the demolition of Building 82 
(Propulsion/AGE – 13,750 SF) for additional POV parking. The building’s purpose is to 
be relocated to the new ASE/Engine Shop (Project 4). 
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Figure 2-14:  Location of future MAFFS storage facility (Project 4). 

 

 
Figure 2-15:  The Proposed Action includes expansion of the airfield apron and 
extension of the blast fence (Project 5). 
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Figure 2-16:  An alternate view of the proposed location for the expansion of the airfield 
apron under the Proposed Action (Project 5). 

 

 
Figure 2-17:  The Proposed Action includes enclosing the existing portion of Margrave 
Ditch as it is before and after the NVANG Base property (Project 6). The photo on the 
left shows the existing ditch looking east, while the photo on the right shows the existing 
ditch looking west. 
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Figure 2-18:  Location of munitions storage area (Project 7).   
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Figure 2-19:  Photos of the location for the new ECF (Project 8) for new large vehicle 
inspection area at the entrance of the base. Views facing west (upper left quadrant), 
northwest (upper right quadrant), southwest (lower left quadrant), and southeast (lower 
right quadrant) of the location for the new ECF. 
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3. AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT 
This section describes relevant existing environmental conditions for resources 
potentially affected by implementing the Preferred Alternative, Alternative 1, and the No 
Action Alternative. In compliance with guidelines established by the NEPA, CEQ 
regulations, Air Force Instruction (AFI) 32-7061, the description of the affected 
environment focuses on only those aspects potentially subject to impacts. 

In the case of the Proposed Action and the No Action Alternative, the affected 
environment description is limited to the existing base (152 AW) and the adjacent lands 
located in Washoe County, Nevada. 

Resources analyzed in this document include safety, air quality, noise, land use, 
geological resources, water resources, biological resources, transportation and traffic 
circulation, visual resources, cultural resources, socioeconomics including 
environmental justice, and hazardous materials/waste and other contaminants. 
Resources not analyzed include airspace management and air safety because the 
Proposed Action is not directly related to aircraft maneuvers. 

3.1 SAFETY 
3.1.1 Definition of Resource 
A safe environment is one in which there is no, or optimally reduced, potential for death, 
serious bodily injury or illness, or property damage. Human health and safety addresses 
1) workers’ health and safety during demolition activities and facilities construction, and 
2) public safety during demolition and construction activities and during subsequent 
operation of those facilities. 

Construction work site safety is largely a matter of adherence to regulatory 
requirements imposed for the benefit of employees and implementation of operational 
practices that reduce risks of illness, injury, death, and property damage. The health 
and safety of onsite military and civilian workers are safeguarded by numerous DoD and 
Air Force regulations designed to comply with standards issued by the Occupational 
Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) and the USEPA. 

Siting requirements for explosive materials storage (e.g., munitions) and handling 
facilities are based on safety and security criteria. Air Force Manual (AFMAM) 91-201 
(2018), Explosives Safety Standards, requires that defined distances, known as 
quantity-distance (QD) arcs, be maintained between these and a variety of other types 
of facilities. These QD arcs are determined by the type and quantity of explosive 
materials to be stored; each explosive material storage or handling facility has QD arcs 
extending outward from its sides and corners for a prescribed distance. Within QD arcs, 
development is either restricted or altogether prohibited in order to maintain safety of 
personnel and minimize the potential for damage to other facilities in the event of an 
accident. QD arcs for multiple facilities at a single site may overlap, leaving a series of 
arcs as edges of the safety zone. Explosive materials storage and build-up facilities 
must be located in areas where security can be assured. 
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3.1.2 Existing Conditions 
Military installations must comply with AT/FP standards. Antiterrorism standards are 
based on DoD Instruction 2000.16 (2006), AFI 10-245 (2017), and AFI 31-118 (2017). 
These documents establish guidance and procedures to reduce the vulnerability of the 
installation and personnel to terrorism or terrorist activities. Design criteria provide 
additional standards. UFC 4-010-01, DoD Minimum Anti-terrorism Standards for 
Buildings, and the 9 February 2012 update (UFC 4-010-02) outline various planning, 
construction, and operational standards to address potential terrorist threats. A key 
element of AT/FP standards is the establishment of minimum setbacks and other 
security standoffs between mass gathering facilities and potentially non-secure adjacent 
uses (e.g., parking lots, areas outside of security fences, etc.). AT/FP setbacks typically 
extend outward from the sides and corners of facilities for a prescribed distance (e.g., 
45 meters [147.6 feet]); development is either limited or altogether prohibited in such 
setback areas. Additional AT/FP standards address other facility design and operational 
considerations, including internal building layout, facility access and security, site 
circulation, and emergency mass notification.  

The 152 AW base is currently lacking in several AT/FP standards. The approximately 
60 acres is currently fenced in and entrance to the base is controlled by an ECF. 
Certain portions of the fence surrounding the base and the ECF are not currently up to 
AT/FP standards. The munitions storage location is not up to AT/FP standards as it 
requires transportation of munitions through the base to access the storage location. 
Finally, many of the parking lots and locations are within the standoff areas of main 
gathering buildings which is also not AT/FP compliant. 

Another safety concern at the RTIA and the NVANG Base is the potential for bird and 
wildlife strikes. In 2018, a total of 16,020 reported bird strikes occurred within the United 
States accounting for a minimum estimate of direct and indirect costs of $187 million 
(Federal Aviation Administration [FAA], 2019). The RTIA has a published Wildlife 
Hazard Management Plan (WHMP) that address the responsibilities, policies and 
procedures necessary to reduce wildlife hazards at airports. Recognizing the potential 
hazards wildlife poses to aircraft and human lives, FAA requires airports that incur bird- 
aircraft strikes to implement a WHMP according to Title 14 Code of Federal 
Regulations, Part 139.337(f).  

In cooperation with United States Department of Agriculture (USDA) Animal and Plant 
Health Inspection Service (APHIS) trained biologists work at the RTIA to trap and 
relocate geese and minimize other wildlife hazards. While this plan is in place, one 
location on base continues to be a wildlife hazard. Margrave Ditch, located in the 
northern and northeastern sections of the NVANG property, is an open water resource 
that can act as an attractant to birds and wildlife. Currently, base personnel hand cut 
vegetation within and around the ditch to help minimize the attractiveness to birds and 
wildlife, but it remains one of the few spots within the RTIA with open water access. 
Therefore, this section of open water is an existing safety threat to aircraft damage and 
life safety. Wildlife is discussed further in Section 3.7. 
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3.1.3 Construction-Related Impact 
Construction work site safety is largely a matter of adherence to regulatory 
requirements imposed for the benefit of employees and implementation of operational 
practices that reduce risks of illness, injury, death, and property damage. The health 
and safety of onsite military and civilian workers are safeguarded by numerous DoD and 
Air Force regulations designed to comply with standards issued by the OSHA and the 
USEPA, such as AFI 48-145 Occupational and Environmental Health Program (2014) 
and Air Force Policy Directive (AFPD) 90-8 Environment, Safety & Occupational Health 
Management and Risk Management (2017). All contractors performing construction 
activities at the NVANG are responsible for meeting OSHA standards and for protecting 
their employees during contracted operations (AFI 48-145, 2014). 

3.2 AIR QUALITY 
3.2.1 Definition of Resource 
Air quality in a given location is described in terms of concentrations of various 
substances in the atmosphere known as “criteria pollutants,” expressed in units of parts 
per million (ppm), milligrams per cubic meter (mg/m3), or micrograms per cubic meter 
(µg/m3). Air quality is influenced by the type and amount of pollutants in the 
atmosphere, the size and underlying topography of the air basin, and local and regional 
meteorological conditions. The significance of a pollutant concentration is determined by 
comparison with federal air quality standards. The USEPA has established the NAAQS 
(Table 3-1). 

NAAQS are divided into two sets: primary and secondary. Primary standards are based 
entirely on public health considerations. Secondary standards protect public welfare, 
addressing damage to soils, water, crops, vegetation, man-made materials, domestic 
animals, wildlife, weather, visibility, climate, property, transportation, and human health 
and comfort. NAAQS include maximum concentration levels for six criteria pollutants: 
O3, CO, NO2, SO2, particulate matter less than 10 microns in diameter (PM10), and Pb. 
The standard was developed for PM10 after it was established that only particles of less 
than 10 microns in diameter are capable of entering small passages in lungs. There is 
also a standard for PM2.5 (particulate matter less than 2.5 microns in diameter). 

3.2.2 Existing Conditions 
Climate 
Reno, NV experiences a fairly typical continental climate and is classified as semi-arid. 
Reno is located east of the Sierra Nevada Mountain Range and receives lower 
precipitation amounts due to the rain shadow effect (National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration [NOAA], 2006). The daily average temperature at the RTIA ranges from 
35.3° Fahrenheit (F) in December to 74.9° F in July, with large temperature ranges on 
both a diurnal and annual scale. The average annual rainfall amount is 7.40 inches and 
average annual snowfall amount is 21.8 inches (NOAA, 2020).       

Local Air Quality 
The 152 AW is located in Reno, Washoe County, Nevada, which is a designated 
maintenance area for attainment of the currently applicable CO NAAQS and the PM10 
NAAQS (USEPA, 2019). According to the USEPA’s Air Quality Index Summary Report, 
in 2018 Washoe County had 195 days of good air quality, 133 days of moderate air 
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quality, and 19 days of unhealthy air quality for sensitive groups. Air quality was 
considered unhealthy for sensitive groups one day in July for PM10, seven days in July 
through August for PM2.5, and 18 days in June through August for O3 (Washoe County 
Health District [WCHD], 2019). 

The Proposed Action will occur within Washoe County in the city of Reno, Nevada. As 
of 2019, Washoe County is maintaining attainment with current PM10 NAAQS, and 
Reno is maintaining attainment with current CO NAAQS. The area is designated as 
being in attainment with all other criteria pollutant current ambient air quality standards 
(USEPA, 2019). 

Emissions at Installation 
The 152 AW operates under an Air Quality Management Plan (AQMP) (NVANG, 2017) 
and Washoe County Health District Permits to Operate various equipment (WCHD, 
2019). The AQMP documents the management of air emission sources and provides air 
quality resources to maintain compliance at the base. 

3.3 NOISE 
3.3.1 Definition of Resource 
Noise is defined as unwanted sound or, more specifically, as any sound that interferes 
with communication, is intense enough to damage hearing, or is otherwise annoying 
(Federal Interagency Committee on Noise [FICON], 1992). Human response to noise 
varies according to the type and characteristics of the noise source, distance between 
the noise source and the receptor, sensitivity of the receptor, and time of day. Due to 
wide variations in sound levels, sound is measured in decibels (dB), which is based on 
a logarithmic scale (e.g., 10-dB increase corresponds to a 100-percent increase in 
perceived sound). Sound measurement is further refined by using an A-weighted 
decibel scale (dBA) that emphasizes the range of sound frequencies that are most 
audible to the human ear (between 1,000 and 8,000 cycles per second). Table 3-2 
identifies typical noise levels associated with common indoor and outdoor activities 
and settings.  

It is DoD Policy (DoDI 4715.13) to minimize effects on the human environment resulting 
from noise, while maintaining military readiness. The Air Force sets a criterion sound 
level for an 8-hour exposure of 85 dBA, as the basis for a noise standard (AFI 48-127, 
2016). Limiting values for noise are based on both sound level and exposure time. 
These are summarized in Table 3-3. 
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Table 3-1: National Ambient Air Quality Standards. 

Pollutant Primary/ 
Secondary 

Averaging  
Time 

Level Form 

Carbon 
Monoxide  
(CO) 

Primary 8 hours 9 ppm Not to be exceeded more 
than once per year. 1 hour 35 ppm 

Lead  
(Pb) 

Primary and 
Secondary 

Rolling 3 month 
average 

0.15 
µg/m3 (1) 

Not to be exceeded. 

Nitrogen Dioxide  
(NO2) 

Primary 1 hour 100 ppb 
(part per 
billion) 

98th percentile of 1-hour 
daily maximum 
concentrations, averaged 
over 3 years.  

Primary and 
Secondary 

1 year 53 ppb (2) Annual Mean 

Ozone  
(O3) 

Primary and 
Secondary 

8 hours 0.070 ppm 
(3) 

Annual fourth-highest 
daily maximum 8-hour 
concentration, averaged 
over 3 years. 

Particle 
Pollution 
(Particulate 
Matter, 
PM) 

PM
2.5 

Primary 1 year 12.0 
µg/m3 

Annual mean, averaged 
over 3 years. 

Secondary 1 year 15 µg/m3 Annual mean, averaged 
over 3 years. 

Primary and 
Secondary 

24 hours 35 µg/m3 98th percentile, averaged 
over 3 years. 

PM
10 

Primary and 
Secondary 

24 hours 150 µg/m3 Not to be exceeded more 
than once per year on 
average over 3 years. 

Sulfur Dioxide  
(SO2) 

Primary 1 hour 75 ppb (4) 99th percentile of 1-hour 
daily maximum 
concentrations, averaged 
over 3 years. 

Secondary 3 hours 0.5 ppm Not to be exceeded more 
than once per year. 

* Source - Clean Air Act, Title 42 U.S.C. Section 7401-7671, USEPA Website, September 2019 
(1) In areas designated nonattainment for the Pb standards prior to the promulgation of the current (2008) standards, 
and for which implementation plans to attain or maintain the current (2008) standards have not been submitted and 
approved, the previous standards (1.5 µg/m3 as a calendar quarter average) also remain in effect. 
(2) The level of the annual NO2 standard is 0.053 ppm. It is shown here in terms of ppb for the purposes of clearer 
comparison to the 1-hour standard level. 
(3) Final rule signed October 1, 2015, and effective December 28, 2015. The previous (2008) O3 standards 
additionally remain in effect in some areas. Revocation of the previous (2008) O3 standards and transitioning to the 
current (2015) standards will be addressed in the implementation rule for the current standards. 
(4) The previous SO2 standards (0.14 ppm 24-hour and 0.03 ppm annual) will additionally remain in effect in certain 
areas: (1) any area for which it is not yet 1 year since the effective date of designation under the current (2010) 
standards, and (2) any area for which an implementation plan providing for attainment of the current (2010) standard 
has not been submitted and approved and which is designated nonattainment under the previous SO2 standards or 
is not meeting the requirements of a SIP call under the previous SO2 standards (40 CFR 50.4(3)). A SIP call is an 
EPA action requiring a state to resubmit all or part of its SIP to demonstrate attainment of the required NAAQS. 
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Table 3-2: Sound Levels of Typical Noise Sources 
Activity Sound Levels 

(dBA) 
Normal breathing 10 
Whispering at 5 feet 20 
Soft whisper 30  
Rainfall 50 
Normal conversation 60 
Vacuum cleaner 60 – 85  
Power lawn mower 65 – 95 
Tractor 90 
Snowmobile 100 
Ambulance Siren 120 
Chain saw 125 
Jet engine taking off 150 
Artillery fire at 500 feet 150 
Fireworks at 3 feet 162 
Handgun 166 
Shotgun  170 
Source: Center for Hearing and Communication, 2019. 

A current Noise Exposure Map is not available, but the airport authority completed an 
Airport Noise Control and Land Use Compatibility Study in 2004 that modeled noise 
contours for aircraft operations up to year 2010 (RTAA, 2020). The 2010 noise contour 
map showed the base falls between the day-night average sound level values of 65 and 
75 dBA. It also shows residential homes and noise-sensitive institutions surrounding the 
airport up to 12,900 feet north and 23,400 feet south of the airport experience 65 dBA. 
Over 5,100 residential units in this area qualified for and received noise mitigation 
construction improvements completed in 2014 (RTAA, 2020). A separate noise analysis 
for aircraft noise was not performed for this EA, since the Proposed Action is not 
expected to change baseline noise levels. 

Table 3-3:  Limiting Values for Unprotected Noise Exposures 
Sound 
Level (dBA) 

Time 
(minutes) 

Over 115 Forbidden 
115 0.5 
110 1.5 
100 15 
90 151 
85 480 
80 24 hours 
Below 80 No limit 
Adapted from AFI 48-127. 2016. 
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3.3.2 Existing Conditions 
Aircraft Activity 
The Air Force noise program focuses on noise from the operation of aircraft, small 
arms, munitions, and explosives that may affect people, animals (domestic or wild), or 
structures on or in areas within close proximity of a military installation range, within 
Special Use Airspace and Airspace for Special Use (AFI 32-1015, 2019). Current noise 
sources at 152 AW consist primarily of aircraft noise from the airport. The area 
surrounding RTIA is highly developed with a mix of industrial, commercial, and 
residential land uses that include a number of sensitive noise receptors. 

Ground-Based Activity 
Commercial and residential areas are located a quarter mile northwest of the installation 
on the other side of Interstate 580. Noise levels experienced off the base are not 
expected to change at this time, since key nuisance triggers such as engine testing are 
not moving.  

3.4 LAND USE 
3.4.1 Definition of Resource 
Land use can be separated into two primary categories: natural and human modified. 
Natural land cover includes woodlands, rangeland, grasslands, and other open or 
undeveloped areas. Human-modified land use includes residential, commercial, 
industrial, communications and utilities, agricultural, institutional, recreational, and 
generally other areas developed from a natural land cover condition. Land use is 
regulated by management plans, policies, regulations, and ordinances (i.e., zoning) that 
determine the type and extent of land use allowable in specific areas and protect 
specially designated or environmentally sensitive areas.  

Installation planning requirements include siting criteria to ensure compatible land uses 
(AFI 32-1015, 2019). The Air Installations Compatible Use Zones Program includes the 
following objectives: 

• Assist local, regional, state and federal officials in protecting the public health, 
safety, and welfare by promoting long-term land use compatible with military 
operations.  

• Protect Air Force operational capability from the effects of land and water use 
which are incompatible with Air Force operations.  

• Manage mission encroachment while influencing mission sustainability by 
promoting compatible land use in the community. 
 

The program requires new facilities and land uses to be consistent with the land use 
compatibility recommendations in AFH 32-7084 (2017), which includes designation of 
clear zones, wildlife exclusion zones, historical preservation requirements and other 
special land protections.  

3.4.2 Existing Conditions 
Washoe County consists of a variety of land use cover (Figure 3-1). The majority of the 
county is listed as scrub/shrub with low-density development. Near the center of the 
county exists a large expanse of barren land identified by the gray coloration in Figure 
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3-1. The majority of the urbanized area within Washoe County is concentrated in the 
southern portion of the county around Reno and Sparks, Nevada. Similarly, small areas 
of urban pockets exist along the shoreline of Lake Tahoe. The land adjacent to Lake 
Tahoe also supports a high concentration of evergreen forests, which is not very 
common throughout the rest of Washoe County.     

Local land use is primarily a combination of low- to high-intensity development. Since 
the base is located within the city limits of Reno, the area is very developed. As one 
moves outside the city limits, the land use cover is primarily scrub/shrub, 
grassland/herbaceous, with a mix of agriculture and hay pastures (Figure 3-2). 

The installation land use is primarily urban in nature. The installation is mostly paved 
and consists of several dozen buildings. Some lawns and undeveloped space exist in 
and around the buildings, but overall these areas make up a small percentage of the 
overall installation. The installation and the surrounding RTIA is listed as mixed use 
(Figure 3-3). The adjacent areas around the installation are primarily zoned as 
professional office, unincorporated land, single-family housing, and commercial.   
 
3.5 GEOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
3.5.1 Definition of Resource  
Geological resources consist of surface and subsurface materials and their properties. 
Principal geologic factors influencing the ability to support structural development are 
seismic properties (i.e., potential for subsurface shifting, faulting, or crustal disturbance), 
soil stability, and topography.  

Topography is the change in elevation over the surface of a land area. An area’s 
topography is influenced by many factors, including human activity, underlying geologic 
material, seismic activity, climatic conditions, and erosion. A discussion of topography 
typically encompasses a description of surface elevations, slope, and distinct 
physiographic features (e.g., mountains) and their influence on human activities.  

The term soil, in general, refers to unconsolidated materials overlying bedrock or other 
parent material. Soil structure, elasticity, strength, shrink-swell potential, and erodibility 
all determine the ability for the ground to support man-made structures. Soils typically 
are described in terms of their complex type, slope, physical characteristics, and relative 
compatibility or constraining properties with regard to particular construction activities 
and types of land use. 

3.5.2 Existing Conditions 
Geology  
The NVANG installation and RTIA are located in the Truckee Meadows basin, an 
alluvial basin situated between the Carson Range on the west and the Virginia Range 
on the east. The surrounding Carson and Virginia ranges are deeply dissected, 
complex, fault block mountains composed of igneous, metamorphic, and sedimentary 
rocks that have been broken into troughs and ridges by normal faults. The Carson 
Range consists largely of granodiorite and other granitic rocks that are covered by a 
thick sequence of lava and lacustrine deposits. The Virginia Range differs from the 
Carson Range in that it is composed of a higher percentage of extrusive rocks (Cohen 
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and Loeltz, 1964). Hydrothermally-altered volcanic rocks occur on some of the slopes 
surrounding Truckee Meadows. 
 
Geologic maps of the Reno and Mt. Rose quadrangles indicate that the northern portion 
of the NVANG installation contains floodplain and lacustrine deposits consisting of 
interbedded gray to pale grayish-yellow silt and fine-grained sand from the Holocene 
period. These fluvial and lacustrine deposits are found up to 23 feet thick (Bonham and 
Rogers, 1983).   
 
Topography 
The Truckee Meadows basin is located within the physiographic province known as the 
Intermontane Division, a basin and range province just east of the Sierra Nevada 
Range. The terrain in and around the NVANG installation is relatively flat, ranging in 
elevation from 4,395 to 4,420 feet above mean sea level (MSL). Elevations of the Sierra 
Nevada rise 9,000 to 11,000 feet above MSL. Hills to the east of Reno reach 6,000 to 
7,000 feet MSL. The Truckee River, which flows from the Sierra Nevada eastward 
through the city of Reno, drains into Pyramid Lake to the northeast. 
 
Soils 
Soils found on the NVANG installation and directly adjacent to it include two different 
soil types, the Truckee sandy loam and the Vamp silt loam. The Truckee sandy loam 
gravelly substratum covers the northern half of the airport and all of the installation 
property (Natural Resources Conservation Service [NRCS], 1983). This very deep, 
somewhat poorly drained soil is found on floodplains and is formed in alluvium derived 
from mixed rock sources. Typically, the surface layer is gray sandy loam about 23 
inches thick. The upper 18 inches of the underlying material is gray, stratified sandy 
loam through silty clay loam. The lower part, to a depth of 60 inches, is a pale brown, 
stratified, gravelly sand through very gravelly sandy loam. Depth to the gravelly material 
ranges from 30 to 40 inches. Permeability of the Truckee soil is moderately slow in the 
upper part of the underlying material and rapid in the lower part. 
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Figure 3-1:  Map of Land Use Cover for Washoe County. 
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Figure 3-2:  Map of land use cover types within and around the project area. 
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Figure 3-3:  Land use zoning for the adjacent areas surrounding the 152 AW 
Installation. 

Zoning Codes are defined as the following: AC=Arterial Commercial , CC= Community Commercial, GO= General 
Office, HC=Hotel Casino, I= Industrial, IB= Industrial Business, IC= Industrial Commercial, LLR-0.5= Residential (0.5 
acres), LLR-1= Large Lot Residential (1 acre), LLR-2.5= Large Lot Residential (2.5 acres), MF-14= Multi-family (14 
units per acre), MF-21= Multi-family (21 units per acre), MF-30= Multi-family (30 units per acre), MU= Mixed Use, 
NC= Neighborhood Commercial, OS= Open Space, PF= Public Facility, PO= Professional Office, PUD= Planned Unit 
Development, SF-4= Single Family Residential (4,000 sq. ft.), SF-6= Single Family Residential (6,000 sq. ft.), SF-9= 
Single Family Residential (9,000 sq. ft.), SF-15= Single Family Residential (15,000 sq. ft.), SPD= Specific Plan 
District, UT-5=Unincorporated Transition (5 acres), UT-10= Unincorporated Transition (10 acres), and UT-40= 
Unincorporated Transition (40 acres). 
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The Vamp silt loam, which is a strongly saline-alkali soil, is directly adjacent to the 
southern boundary of the installation and covers the southern half of the airport (NRCS, 
1983). This is a moderately deep, somewhat poorly drained soil found on floodplains 
and terraces that is formed in alluvium, which is derived from mixed rock sources. 
Typically, the surface layer is a grayish-brown silt loam about three inches thick. Below 
this is a layer of light grayish-brown and pale-brown, stratified fine sandy loam and loam 
about 33 inches thick. The next layer is a white, strongly cemented hardpan about six 
inches thick, which is underlain to a depth of 60 inches by yellowish-brown and light 
olive-gray stratified loam, sandy loam, and loamy sand. Depth to the hardpan ranges 
from 20 to 40 inches. Permeability of the Vamp soil is moderate. A seasonal high water 
table is located at a depth of 30 to 40 inches in the spring and early summer months 
(NRCS, 1983). 
 
3.5.2.1 Installation 
The area of the Proposed Action is primarily flat and within the valley east of the Carson 
Range of the Sierra Nevada Mountains. Soils found on the installation include the 
Truckee sandy loam and Vamp silt loam. However, the construction of the base and 
surrounding development has likely significantly altered superficial soil composition.     
 
3.6 WATER RESOURCES 
3.6.1 Definition of Resource 
Water resources analyzed in this study include surface and groundwater resources. The 
quality and availability of surface and groundwater, and the potential of an area for 
flooding are addressed in this section. Surface water resources include those defined by 
the “Waters of the United States” (WOTUS) in 33 CFR 328.3(s) that are important for a 
variety of reasons including economic, ecological, recreational, and human health. 
WOTUS include the following: 

• All waters which are currently used, or were used in the past, or may be 
susceptible to use in interstate or foreign commerce, including all waters which 
are subject to the ebb and flow of the tide; 

• All interstate waters including interstate wetlands; 
• All other waters such as intrastate lakes, rivers, streams (including intermittent 

streams), mudflats, sandflats, wetlands, sloughs, prairie potholes, wet meadows, 
playa lakes, or natural ponds, the use, degradation or destruction of which could 
affect interstate or foreign commerce including any such waters: 

o Which are or could be used by interstate or foreign travelers for 
recreational or other purposes; or 

o (From which fish or shellfish are or could be taken and sold in interstate or 
foreign commerce; or 

o Which are used or could be used for industrial purposes by industries in 
interstate commerce; 

• All impoundments of waters otherwise defined as waters of the United States 
under this definition; 
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• Tributaries of waters identified in bullet points 1 through 4 of this section; 
• The territorial sea; 
• Wetlands adjacent to waters (other than waters that are themselves wetlands) 

identified in bullet points 1 through 6 of this section. 

Groundwater comprises the subsurface hydrologic resources of the physical 
environment and is an essential resource in many areas; groundwater is commonly 
used for potable water consumption, agricultural irrigation, and industrial applications. 
Groundwater properties are often described in terms of depth to aquifer, aquifer or well 
capacity, water quality, and surrounding geologic composition. 

Wetlands are defined by the USACE and USEPA as “those areas that are inundated or 
saturated by surface or groundwater at a frequency and duration sufficient to support, 
and that under normal circumstances do support, a prevalence of vegetation typically 
adapted for life in saturated soil conditions. Wetlands generally include swamps, 
marshes, bogs, and similar areas” (33 CFR § 328.3 [b]) and are protected as a subset 
of the WOTUS under section 404 of the CWA. Wetlands provide a variety of functions 
including groundwater recharge and discharge; flood flow alteration; sediment 
stabilization; sediment and toxicant retention; nutrient removal and transformation; 
support of aquatic and terrestrial diversity and abundance; and uniqueness. Three 
criteria are necessary to define wetlands: vegetation (hydrophytes), soils (hydric), and 
hydrology (frequency of flooding or soil saturation). Hydrophytic vegetation is classified 
by the estimated probability of occurrence in wetland versus upland (non-wetland) areas 
throughout its distribution. Hydric soils are those that are saturated, flooded, or ponded 
for sufficient periods during the growing season and that develop anaerobic conditions 
in their upper horizons (i.e., layers). Wetland hydrology is determined by the frequency 
and duration of inundation and soil saturation; permanent or periodic water inundation 
or soil saturation is considered a significant force in wetland establishment and 
proliferation. Jurisdictional wetlands are those subject to regulatory authority under 
Section 404 of the CWA.  

Other issues relevant to water resources include watershed areas affected by existing 
and potential runoff and hazards associated with 100-year floodplains. Floodplains are 
belts of low, level ground present on one or both sides of a stream channel and are 
subject to either periodic or infrequent inundation by flood water. Inundation dangers 
associated with floodplains have prompted Federal, state, and local legislation that 
limits development in these areas largely to recreation and preservation activities. Water 
resources are also important because of their significant role in determining historical 
migratory and settlement patterns of virtually all mammals; influence on nesting and 
migratory activities of many bird species; contribution to the evolution of landforms 
through their roles in the erosion process; and their participation in critical global 
systems including hydrologic cycle, temperature modification, and oxygen 
replenishment. 
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3.6.2 Existing Condition 
3.6.2.1 Surface Water 
Washoe County surface waters primarily consist of the Truckee River Watershed. The 
Truckee River is the sole outlet of Lake Tahoe. The river exits Lake Tahoe at the 
northwest end of the lake and follows a northeastern direction through California. Near 
the California and Nevada border, west of Reno, Nevada, the river turns east before 
returning to a northern direction where it flows into Pyramid Lake. South of Reno, 
Steamboat Creek, an outlet to Washoe Lake, flows north where it meets Dry Creek and 
shortly after enters the Truckee River. The Truckee River is approximately 121 miles 
long and the watershed is approximately 3,060 square miles in size.  

In addition to the river, three large lakes are found within the watershed, the largest 
being Lake Tahoe. Straddling the border of California and Nevada, Lake Tahoe is the 
largest alpine lake in the United States with a surface area of 191 square miles and a 
depth of 1,656 feet. The second largest lake within the watershed is formed by the 
outlet of the Truckee River, Pyramid Lake. Pyramid Lake is one of seven terminal lakes 
in the United States and is approximately 188 square miles with a maximum depth of 
356 feet. The third lake, Washoe Lake, is approximately 9 square miles in size with a 
maximum depth of 12 feet. Surface area and depth of Washoe Lake can drastically 
fluctuate during periods of drought and it has been known to completely dry up.  

The RTIA has some surface water near the south and southeastern portion of the 
airport. Boynton Slough enters the RTIA property from the south, flows through a 
covered pipe and then exits the property to the east where it eventually connects to 
Steamboat Creek (Figure 3-4). Very little surface water is present in the 152 AW 
installation. However, a small section of an exposed drainage ditch named Margrave 
Ditch occurs at the north and northeastern edge of the 152 AW property boundary. 
Margrave Ditch was identified as a WOTUS by USACE in April, 2020 (See Appendix B) 
and is a tributary to Boynton Slough, which is located along the western boundary of the 
airport runways. The origin of the ditch is unknown, but is enclosed within a pipe both 
upstream and downstream of the NVANG property with approximately 1,326 feet in 
length of exposed ditch within the 152 AW property boundary. The piped portion of the 
system runs under the runway and exits to the east where it joins with Dry Creek and 
eventually enters Boynton Slough. Historic aerial photography indicates that the channel 
was man-made for agricultural practices that pre-dated the airport construction. 

Much of the surface waters within the area from Lake Tahoe to Pyramid Lake are 
impaired in some manner as is common in urbanized areas. Development in the Lake 
Tahoe area has been the major contributor to the issue impacting the lake. An increase 
in nitrogen, phosphorus, and sediment has caused the lake to be listed as impaired on 
the CWA Section 303(d). Naturally, these issues move downstream throughout the 
watershed. The various reaches of the Truckee River are also listed on the CWA 
Section 303(d) as impaired due to sediment from storm water runoff, nitrogen, and 
phosphorus as well as increased temperatures. Washoe Lake and its outlet, Steamboat 
Creek are both listed as well. Washoe Lake is impaired due to mercury in fish tissue 
and Steamboat Creek due to E. coli, a microbial contaminant related to sanitary 
discharges. Similarly, Dry Creek, which flows into Steamboat Creek is due to E. coli. 
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Margrave Ditch is not listed on the EPA Water GeoViewer and therefore data is not 
available to determine if it is listed. Pyramid Lake resides within the Pyramid Lake 
Paiute Tribe territory and data is also not available on the EPA Water Reviewer. 
However, through Section 518 of the CWA, Native American tribes can participate as 
“States” and water quality standards were implemented for the Lower Truckee River 
and Pyramid Lake through the Pyramid Lake Paiute Tribe Water Quality Control Plan 
(2015).    

3.6.2.2 Groundwater 
Within the Truckee River Watershed, three main aquifers provide groundwater to the 
region. These aquifers, in descending stratigraphic sequence, are the younger alluvium, 
the older alluvium, and the Truckee Formation. Most of the economically recoverable 
groundwater in the Truckee Meadows area occurs under artesian and water table 
conditions in the unconsolidated and partially consolidated younger and older alluvium 
of the valley fill (ANGRC Environmental Division, 1996). 
 
The Truckee Formation consists of porous deposits containing a large amount of 
groundwater in storage. Due to its fine-grained nature, the formation is characterized by 
low permeability and low water yields. The water-bearing characteristics of both the 
younger and older alluvium vary widely, both laterally and vertically, and within a few 
feet, due to the rapidly changing depositional environments and structural formation. 
Recharge to the groundwater system is from the infiltration of water diverted for 
irrigation, infiltration of streamflow and precipitation, and underflow from tributary valleys 
(Operational Technologies, 1995). 
 
Most of the water supply in the Reno-Sparks area is diverted from the Truckee River; 
however, 17 public water wells are used to supplement the supply. These wells can 
pump up to 1,500 gallons per minute (gpm) with drawdowns ranging from 40 to 100 
feet. The depths at which these wells are screened range from 274 feet to greater than 
800 feet Below Ground Surface (BGS) (Automated Science Group [ASG], 1989). 
Groundwater from the wells in the surrounding area are tested by the Washoe County 
Health Department. The tested analytes (i.e., groundwater whose chemical constituents 
are being identified and measured) include volatile organic compounds (VOCs), 
pesticides, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), herbicides, and pentachlorophenol (PCP). 
Groundwater contaminants are discussed further in Section 3.12. 
 
The majority of the 152 AW installation and the RTIA has been built on top of lacustrine 
deposits that are indicative of swampland. The drainage ditches found adjacent and 
within the installation act as a barrier to groundwater infiltration. Several groundwater 
wells exist adjacent to the installation and are sampled by the WCHD. The WCHD also 
samples a well on the NVANG base by building 111 on a monthly basis for these 
purposes. In addition, groundwater monitoring wells were placed on site near the 
current firehouse location. The base does not use the local groundwater as a potable 
water supply. Refer to Section 3.12.2 for information on historic contamination and 
remediation efforts. 
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3.6.2.3 Wetlands 
Wetlands in the region of the 152 AW base are primarily found within the Truckee River 
Basin. The total percentage of wetlands within the region is fairly low. In total, 
approximately 231 square miles of open water, 10 square miles of vegetated wetlands, 
and 70 square miles of playas make up approximately 10%, 0.4%, and 3% of surface 
area within the basin, respectively (Nevada Natural Heritage Program, 2006). Overall, 
the climate and ecology of the region are not conducive to wetland habitat resulting in 
low overall coverage within the region. However, development within the region has 
also led to declines in overall wetland habitat. From 1980 to 1999, the region saw a total 
loss of approximately 14% of wetland habitat (Nevada Natural Heritage Program, 2006). 

The closest wetlands to the 152 AW installation are near the eastern edge of the RTIA 
in Boynton Slough (Figure 3-4). A delineation report for Boynton Slough was conducted 
in 2017 (RTAA, 2017). A wetland delineation/WOTUS survey was conducted as part of 
this EA in 2019. The Final WOTUS/Wetland Report is located in Appendix B. The report 
identified the drainage system along the northern and northeastern portions of the 
NVANG Base as a WOTUS. The USACE confirmed in a written approved jurisdictional 
determination that the system is a WOTUS. The project to enclose (pipe) the system will 
therefore require a Section 404 permit from the USACE and a Section 401 Water 
Quality Certification from the state. The Final WOTUS/Wetland Report did not find any 
wetland conditions on the NVANG Base.  

3.6.2.4 Floodplains 
Similar to previous sections, the floodplains within the region are driven by the presence 
of the Truckee River. Over 156 square miles of floodplain occur within Washoe County. 
Within the floodplain, approximately 4,400 individual parcels are located entirely or 
partially within the floodplain. Floods within the area primarily occur during the spring 
snow melt. The region has experienced several major floods through time, with the most 
recent flood occurring in 1997. A combination of winter snow melt and a strong pacific 
storm caused an estimated $540 million in damage (U.S. Geological Survey [USGS], 
1997).    

As shown in Figure 3-5 and Flood Insurance Maps 32031C3044G and 32031C3232G a 
small section in the Southeast corner of the RTIA adjacent to Boynton Slough is within 
the 100 year floodplain. The area is demarcated as Zone AE and is defined by the 
Flood and Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) as areas with 1% annual chance 
of flooding (100-yr floodplain) where base floodplain elevations are known. Much of the 
RTIA as well as approximately one-third of the 152 AW boundary falls within Zone X, 
which is defined as having a 0.2% annual chance of flood hazard (500-yr floodplain). 
During the January 1997 flood, water reached the NVANG aircraft apron, but no 
damage was reported in buildings or material storage areas (Ogden, 1997).         
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Figure 3-4:  Aquatic resources adjacent to the NVANG base 
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Figure 3-5:  FEMA Flood Insurance Risk Map within at the RTIA and 152 AW 
installation. 
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3.7 BIOLOGICAL RESOURCES 
3.7.1 Definition of Resource 
Biological resources include native or naturalized plants and animals and the habitats in 
which they occur. Sensitive biological resources are defined as those plant and animal 
species listed as threatened or endangered, or proposed as such by the USFWS. The 
Federal ESA of 1973 protects listed species against killing, harming, harassing, or any 
action that may damage their habitat. Federal candidate species and species proposed 
for listing are not protected by law; however, these species could become listed and 
protected at any time.  

Migratory birds, as listed in 50 CFR 10.13, are ecologically and economically important 
to U.S. recreational activities, including bird watching, studying, feeding, and hunting, 
are practiced by many Americans. In 2001, Executive Order 13186, Responsibilities of 
Federal Agencies to Protect Migratory Birds, was issued to focus attention of Federal 
agencies on the environmental effects to migratory bird species and, where feasible, 
implement policies and programs, which support the conservation and protection of 
migratory birds. 

Vegetation includes native or naturalized plants and the plant communities (e.g., 
wetlands, forests, and grasslands) in which they exist. In human-dominated 
environments, this may include agricultural or landscaped areas. 

An endangered species is a plant or animal species that is in danger of extinction 
throughout all or a significant portion of its range. A threatened species is one that is 
likely to become endangered in the foreseeable future. A strict legal process is involved 
in determining whether to list species, depending on the degree of threat each faces. As 
mandated by the ESA, the USFWS is the regulatory authority overseeing the protection 
of federal-listed threatened and endangered species. Individual states also enforce their 
own legislation protecting state-listed species. 

3.7.2 Existing Conditions 
3.7.2.1 Vegetation and Forestry 
The 152 AW installation falls within the Intermountain Semi-desert and Desert Province 
(Bailey, 1995), which is characterized by an average annual precipitation of only 5-20 
inches per year, most of which falls as snow in the winter months. Sagebrush 
(Artemesia spp.) dominates at lower elevations. Other common plants include antelope 
bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), shadscale (Atriplex confertifolia), fourwing saltbush 
(Atriplex canescens), rubber rabbitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseous), spiny hopsage 
(Grayia spinosa), horsebrush (Tetradymia spp.), and short-statured Gambel oak 
(Quercus gambelii). All of these shrubs exhibit some level of tolerance to alkali (i.e., 
basic) conditions, which is essential to their success on these poorly drained, alkaline 
soils. 

The NVANG installation is surrounded by urban commercial and residential 
development. For over 40 years it has occupied a portion of the RTIA within the city 
limits of Reno, Nevada. Consequently, the natural vegetation and animal species 
found in the vicinity have long been affected by human activity.  
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Much of the installation is landscaped. The major vegetation consists of introduced 
grasses, and various horticultural plantings, requiring regular irrigation to maintain 
them. Areas on the installation that have not been formally landscaped are mowed. 
Herbicides are used occasionally to suppress undesirable vegetation, thus enhancing 
security and fire prevention. 
 
3.7.2.2 Wildlife 
Wildlife at the installation is limited to those species adapted to high levels of human 
activity and disturbance. The high level of disturbance and shortage of habitat limits 
wildlife utilization to areas of open space. It is unlikely that wildlife use these open 
spaces for purposes other than occasional foraging since they are located so close to 
intensive development. Riparian habitat associated with the Truckee River, which is 
located just north of RTIA, provides habitat and cover for migrating deer and avian 
species. 
 
Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) is the primary big game species found in the Truckee 
Meadows area. Deer habitat includes much of the Virginia Range and surrounding 
areas. Truckee Meadows also provides habitat for several nongame species including 
squirrel (Spermophilus spp.), mice, gopher, skunk (Mephitis mephitis), rabbit, fox 
(Vulpes spp.), coyote (Canis latrans), Coopers (Accipiter cooperii) and sharp-shinned 
(Accipiter striatus) hawks, Chukar (Alectoris chukar), California quail (Callipepla 
californica), and many song birds. Feral horses are also found in the area and have 
been known to enter developed areas to graze. Species commonly observed on RTIA 
and 152 AW property mainly consist of bird species. These include the aforementioned 
species as well as Canada Goose (Branta canadensis), Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos), 
Double-Crested Cormorants (Phalacrocorax auritus), California Gulls (Larus 
californicus), American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), Doves (Zenaida macroura and 
Columba livia), and several species of song birds. Coyotes have also been observed on 
RTIA property.   
 
3.7.2.3 Threatened and Endangered Species 
The USFWS Information, Planning and Conservation (IPaC) system was used to 
identify threatened, endangered, proposed, and candidate species and critical habitat 
for those species that could be affected by the Proposed Action. The species list was 
obtained January 13, 2020 and fulfills the requirement for obtaining a Technical 
Assistance Letter from the USFWS as required under Section 7(c) of the Endangered 
Species Act. A copy of the USFWS IPaC correspondence is included in Appendix C.  

Four species were identified as potentially occurring within the project area, although 
the project area provides no critical habitats for these species. The Cui-ui (Chasmistes 
cujus), Lanhontan Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkia henshawi), steamboat 
buckwheat (Eriogonum ovalifolium var. williamsiae), and Webber’s Ivesia (Ivesia 
webberi; Table 3-4). 
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Cui-ui (Chasmistes cujus) 

Status. The Cui-ui is federally listed as endangered. 

Distribution and Habitat. Cui-ui (Chasmistes cujus) is a lake sucker found in only one 
place in the world; Pyramid Lake and the lower Truckee River, all within the Pyramid 
Lake Paiute Reservation. It spends most of its life in Pyramid Lake, leaving only to 
spawn in the lower Truckee River between March and June when it reaches maturity 
between 6-12 years of age. Cui-ui occupy habitat near the lake bottom. They are 
generally found in near shore areas at depths less than 75 feet (USFWS, 2014). 

Potential for Occurrence. The only water resource on the NVANG base is the Margrave 
Ditch. This ditch is piped throughout the area and only a small portion of the ditch is 
accessible. The Cui-ui would likely not use a man-made ditch for spawning purposes 
because they prefer the higher quality habitat within the main stem of the Truckee River. 
It is therefore unlikely Cui-ui would occur on the base property.   

Lanhontan Cutthroat Trout (Oncorhynchus clarkii henshawi) 

Status. The Lanhontan Cutthroat Trout is federally listed as threatened. 

Distribution and Habitat. The Lanhontan cutthroat trout is endemic or native to the 
Lanhontan basin of northern Nevada, eastern California, and southern Oregon. 
Historically, in 1844, there were 11 lake dwelling populations of Lanhontan cutthroat 
trout and 400 to 600 stream dwelling populations in over 3,600 miles of streams within 
the major basins of Lake Lanhontan. 

Lanhontan cutthroat trout currently occupy between 123 and 129 streams within the 
Lanhontan basin and 32 to 34 streams are outside the basin, totaling approximately 482 
miles of occupied habitat. The species is also found in five lakes, including two small 
populations in Summit and Independence Lakes. Self-sustaining populations of the 
species occur in 10.7 percent of the historic stream habitats and 0.4 percent of the 
historic lake habitats (USFWS, 2019). 

Lanhontan cutthroat trout, like other trout species, are found in a wide variety of cold-
water habitats including large terminal alkaline lakes (e.g., Pyramid and Walker lakes); 
alpine lakes (e.g., Lake Tahoe and Independence Lake); slow meandering rivers (e.g., 
Humboldt River); mountain rivers (e.g., Carson, Truckee, Walker, and Marys Rivers); 
and small headwater tributary streams (e.g., Donner and Prosser Creeks). 

Generally, Lanhontan cutthroat trout occur in cool flowing water with available cover of 
well-vegetated and stable stream banks, in areas where there are stream velocity 
breaks, and in relatively silt free, rocky riffle-run areas. 

Potential for Occurrence. Similar to the Cui-ui, the Lanhontan Cutthroat Trout is unlikely 
to occur at the base since the only water resource is a man-made ditch that is primarily 
piped. This species would likely have preference to natural systems found within the 
Truckee River watershed and therefore is unlikely to occur at the NVANG base.  
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Steamboat Buckwheat (Eriogonum ovalifolium var. williamsiae) 

Status. The Steamboat Buckwheat is federally listed as endangered.  

Distribution and Habitat. The Steamboat Hills are geographically situated on the 
extreme western edge of the Great Basin Division of the Intermountain Region, at the 
base of the eastern slope of the Carson Range in the Sierra Nevada. The Great Basin is 
a high-elevation, mountainous, cool desert characterized by interior drainage basins. 
The Steamboat Hills range between approximately 4,600 and 5,900 ft elevation 
(USFWS, 2014). 

Steamboat buckwheat is restricted to substrates derived from hot springs deposits in 
the Steamboat Hills. At the time it was listed as an endangered species in 1986, 
Steamboat buckwheat was thought to consist of a single population of seven colonies, 
all located within an area of approximately 100 acres. In an effort to better define its 
distribution, Steamboat buckwheat was subsequently mapped. The information derived 
from this effort suggests that all known habitat and potential habitat of the buckwheat 
were restricted to an area of approximately 375 acres. Within that area, approximately 
50 acres were actually occupied by Steamboat buckwheat plants.  

Potential for Occurrence. Habitat on the NVANG base is severely impacted already by 
copious amounts of impervious surfaces. Vegetated areas are mowed and otherwise 
disturbed by human activities. No natural habitat exists on the base and original 
substrates have been disturbed due to development; therefore, it is unlikely that 
Steamboat Buckwheat would occur on base.       

Webber’s Ivesia (Ivesia webberi) 

Status. The Webber’s Ivesia is federally listed as threatened.   

Distribution and Habitat. Webber’s Ivesia is restricted to sites with sparse vegetation 
and shallow, rocky, clay soils on mid-elevation flats, benches or terraces between 4,475 
and 6,237 feet elevation in Washoe and Douglas Counties in Nevada, and in Lassen, 
Plumas and Sierra Counties, in California. All 17 known populations of Webber’s Ivesia 
are within the transition zone between the eastern edge of the northern Sierra Nevada 
and the northwestern edge of the Great Basin. One of these populations is presumed 
extirpated (USFWS, 2014). 

Potential for Occurrence. Habitat on the NVANG base is severely impacted by copious 
amounts of impervious surfaces. Vegetated areas are mowed and otherwise disturbed 
by human activities. No natural habitat exists on the base and original substrates have 
been disturbed due to development; therefore, it is unlikely that Webber’s Ivesia would 
occur on the 152 AW. 
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Table 3-4:  Federally-listed Species with the Potential of Occurring within the Project 
Area. 

Name Federal Status Habitat Potential to Occur 
Cui-ui 
(Chasmistes cujus) 

Endangered Pyramid Lake and 
Lower Truckee River 

Not expected to 
occur: lack of 
suitable habitat. 

Lanhontan Cutthroat 
Trout 
(Oncorhynchus clarkii 
hanshawi) 

Threatened Cold water habitats 
including lakes and 
streams within the 
Lanhontan Basin of 
northern Nevada, 
eastern California, 
and southern Oregon.  

Not expected to 
occur; lack of 
suitable habitat. 

Steamboat 
Buckwheat 
(Eriogonum 
ovalifolium var. 
williamsiae) 

Endangered Substrates derived 
from hot springs in 
the Steamboat Hills.  

Not expected to 
occur; lack of 
suitable habitat. 

Webber’s Ivesia 
(Ivesia webberi) 

Threatened Sites with sparse 
vegetation and 
shallow, rocky, clay 
soils on mid elevation 
flats, benches or 
terraces between 
4,475 and 6,237 feet 
elevation in Washoe 
and Douglas 
Counties in Nevada 

Not expected to 
occur; lack of 
suitable habitat. 

 

3.8 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC CIRCULATION 
3.8.1 Definition of Resource 
Transportation and circulation refer to the movement of vehicles throughout a roadway 
network. Primary roads, such as major interstates, are principal arterials designed to 
move traffic and not necessarily to provide access to all adjacent areas. Secondary 
roads are feeder arterials that collect traffic from common areas and transfer it to 
primary roads. 

3.8.2 Existing Conditions 
Regional transportation system includes Interstate 80 (I-80) (east-west) and U.S. 
Highway 395 (U.S. 395) and Interstate 580 (I-580) (north-south). U.S. 395 and I-580 
overlap in the vicinity of the project site. The RTIA is primarily accessed through Plumb 
Lane, which feeds into a series of roads that serve Terminal Way. Terminal Way is a 
four-lane arterial north-south route for the RTIA. Access to the NVANG base occurs 
south of the Plumb Lane and Terminal Way intersection through National Guard Way ( 
Figure 3-6). 
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To enter the base, National Guard Way intersects with Aviation Way where the ECF is 
located. Roads surrounding the installation are primarily away from high traffic areas 
and tend to have low amounts of congestion. Much of the roads within the base consist 
of two lane roads with several larger parking lots. Circulation and regulation typically 
consist of stop signs to control traffic flow. In general, on-base circulation is sufficient 
and congestion does not tend to be an issue. 

3.9 VISUAL RESOURCES 
3.9.1 Definition of Resource 
Visual resources are defined as the natural and manufactured features that constitute 
the aesthetic qualities of an area. These features form the overall impression that an 
observer receives of an area (i.e., its landscape character). An area’s susceptibility to 
visual impacts is related to visual sensitivity. Highly sensitive resources include national 
and state parks, recreation areas, historic sites, wild and scenic rivers, designated 
scenic roads, and other areas specifically noted for aesthetic qualities. 

3.9.2 Existing Conditions 
Washoe County, Nevada is predominately a desert scrub/shrub landscape. To the west 
of the Washoe County are the Sierra Nevada Mountains. The variation in view provides 
a significant contrast from green and snowcapped mountains to brown and dry desert 
scrub/shrub. Near the city of Reno, the contrast is even greater with an urbanized 
setting with montane views as the backdrop.    

The visual environment at the installation itself is characteristic of military and civilian 
airfields. The airport surroundings consist primarily of mixed-use urban land 
characterized by low scenic and aesthetic quality. There are no wild and scenic rivers or 
highways, unique geologic landforms, or other highly valued aesthetic features on or 
near the installation. The built environment of NVANG consists predominantly of 
hangars and administrative, maintenance, warehouse, and industrial facilities served by 
a road network, most of which are adjacent to the airfield. Minor landscaping, consisting 
mostly of ornamental shrubbery and mowed turf grass between buildings, modestly 
enhances the existing base. The predominant visual character of the installation is its 
industrial nature. 
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Figure 3-6:  Local road ways and highways around the Reno-Tahoe International 
Airport.    
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3.10 CULTURAL RESOURCES 
3.10.1 Definition of Resource 
Cultural resources represent and document activities, accomplishments, and traditions 
of previous civilizations and link current and former inhabitants of an area. Depending 
on their conditions and historic use, these resources may provide insight to living 
conditions in previous civilizations and may retain cultural and religious significance to 
modern groups.  

Archaeological resources comprise areas where prehistoric or historic activity 
measurably altered the environment and is frequently reflected in physical remains 
(e.g., lithic materials, ceramics, and historic refuse) discovered therein. Architectural 
resources include standing buildings, districts, bridges, dams, and other structures of 
historic or aesthetic significance. Architectural resources generally must be more than 
50 years old to be considered for inclusion in the NRHP, an inventory of culturally 
significant resources identified in the U.S. More recent structures, such as Cold War-era 
resources, may warrant protection if they have the potential to gain significance in the 
future. Traditional cultural resources can include archaeological resources, structures, 
neighborhoods, prominent topographic features, habitats, plants, animals, and minerals 
that Native Americans or other groups consider essential for the persistence of 
traditional culture.   

The principal Federal law addressing cultural resources is the NHPA of 1966, as 
amended (16 U.S. Code [USC] Section 470 et seq.), and its implementing regulations 
(36 CFR Part 800). Compliance with these regulations, commonly referred to as the 
Section 106 process, involves identifying and evaluating historic or potentially historic 
properties; assessing the effects of Federal actions on historic properties; and 
consulting to avoid, reduce, or minimize adverse effects. As part of the Section 106 
process, agencies are required to consult with the SHPO.   

The term “historic properties” refers to cultural resources that meet specific criteria for 
eligibility for listing on the NRHP; historic properties need not be formally listed on the 
NRHP. According to the National Register Bulletin #15, How to Apply the National 
Register Criteria for Evaluation, historical significance is assigned to a property based 
on its association with individuals or events significant in local, state, or national history 
(Criterion A and B); its ability to embody the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, 
or method of construction (Criterion C); or its potential to yield information important to 
prehistory or history (Criterion D). Properties less than 50 years of age must possess 
exceptional historical importance to be included on the NRHP (Criteria Consideration 
G). Section 106 of the NHPA does not require the preservation of historic properties, but 
ensures that the decisions of Federal agencies concerning the treatment of these 
places result from meaningful considerations of cultural and historic values and of the 
options available to protect the properties. The Proposed Action is an undertaking as 
defined by 36 CFR 800.3 and is subject to requirements outlined in Section 106.  

DoDI 4710.02, Department of Defense Interactions with Federally Recognized Tribes 
(14 September 2006) governs the department’s interactions with federally recognized 
tribes. The policy outlines DoD trust obligations, communication procedures with tribes 
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on a government-to-government basis, consultation protocols, and actions to recognize 
and respect the significance that tribes ascribe to certain natural resources and 
properties of traditional cultural or religious importance. The policy requires consultation 
with federally recognized tribes for proposed activities that could significantly affect tribal 
resources or interests. 

3.10.2 Historical Context 
The prehistoric period for the project area spans from the Pre-Archaic Period (ca. 
11,000 Before Present [BP] to 7,000 BP) to Late Archaic Period (1,500-100 BP). A 
detailed description of the prehistoric period for this region is available within the 
Cultural Resources Inventory of the Nevada Air National Guard Base at Reno/Tahoe 
International Airport, Washoe County, Nevada (NVANG, 2015).  

Within the historical context, the area in which the city of Reno would eventually be 
established was settled because of its proximity at the eastern terminus of a 
transportation corridor through the Sierra Nevada Mountains and its access to the 
Comstock Lode Silver Mining District, with the first settlers arriving in 1860. By 1861, the 
area was called Lake’s Crossing, so named for the toll bridge and hotel constructed by 
Myron C. Lake.  

With arrival of the Central Pacific Railroad in 1868, Myron Lake sold 160 acres to the 
railroad for a depot. As a result, town ownership was split between Lake and the 
railroad. With this split Reno was born, establishing the theme of transportation that 
would dominate its development for many years. A detailed description of the history of 
Reno is available within the Cultural Resources Inventory of the NVANG Base at RTIA, 
Washoe County, Nevada (NVANG, 2015) 

Installation 
In 1919, the very first mail plane flew over the Sierras, marking a new era in Nevada 
aviation history. The Reno Air Mail Field was constructed in 1920, which was renamed 
to Blanchfield Airport in 1924. Blanchfield was located southeast of the RTIA where the 
Washoe County golf course is today.  

The history of the RTIA began in 1927 after a visit from Charles Lindbergh, who 
determined that the existing Blanchfield Airport was too small to accommodate his 
plane. This resulted in the construction of Hubbard Field in 1929 by Boeing Transport 
Inc. which was later sold to United Airlines in 1936 and sold again to the City of Reno in 
1953.  

The NVANG was authorized in 1946 as the 192 FS. The unit was first established at 
Reno Army Air Base in 1948. In 1954 the 192 FS was moved to Hubbard Field at Reno 
Municipal Airport which would eventually become RTIA.  

The NVANG operated at the RTIA during the Korean War (1951-1952), Cold War Era 
(ca. 1945-1991), Operation Desert Storm and Shield (1991), and into the Global War on 
Terrorism (ca. 2001 to present). A detailed description of the history of the NVANG 
operations at RTIA is available within Cultural Resources Inventory of the NVANG at 
RTIA, Washoe County, Nevada (NVANG, 2015). 
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3.10.3 Existing Conditions of Cultural Resources 
An archeological and architectural survey was conducted on the property in 2015 
pursuant to Section 110 of the NRHP of 1966. The objective of the survey was to 
identify and record any cultural resources within the study area and, if cultural resources 
were discovered, evaluate the eligibility of those resources for the NRHP. The Cultural 
Resources Inventory of the NVANG base at RTIA, Washoe County, Nevada location is 
located in the references (NVANG, 2015).  

The architectural survey of the NVANG base consisted of archival research, a 
Geographic Information System (GIS) model, and evaluation of NRHP eligibility for 11 
architectural resources.  

The archeological survey of the 60-acres at the NVANG base consisted of archival 
research, a GIS model, and an archeological inventory conducted by site walkover. 
Based on the site walkover, the base is estimated to be 100% disturbed. Over 57 acres 
of the base are either landscaped or have buildings and roads. Of the remaining 3 
acres, the area is covered with gravel and impossible to observe. A single resource, a 
ditch, was discovered to be over 50 years old and was recorded as an archeological site 
(26WA9774). The portion of this site that is contained within the NVANG base boundary 
was recommended as not eligible for the NRHP and the Nevada SHPO concurred with 
this determination in August 2016 (Appendix D). 

3.11 SOCIOECONOMICS 
3.11.1 Definition of Resource 
Socioeconomics is defined as the basic attributes and resources associated with the 
human environment, particularly population and economic activity. Human population is 
affected by regional birth and death rates as well as net in- or out-migration. Economic 
activity typically comprises employment, personal income, and industrial growth. 
Impacts on these two fundamental socioeconomic indicators can also influence other 
components such as housing availability and public services provision.   

Socioeconomic data in this section are presented at the county, state, and national level 
to analyze baseline socioeconomic conditions in the context of regional, state, and 
national trends. Data have been collected from previously published documents issued 
by Federal, state, and local agencies (e.g., U.S. Census Bureau) and from state and 
national databases (e.g., U.S. Bureau of Labor Statistics). 

3.11.2 Existing Conditions 
Population 
The City of Reno is the county seat of Washoe County and is the second most populous 
city in Nevada. According to the 2010 U.S. Census, the estimated population in Reno 
was 225,221. From 2000 to 2010 the population increased by 24.8%. An updated 
population estimate by the U.S. Census Bureau puts the population as of July 2018 at 
250,998, an increase of 10.3%.        

Job Growth and Unemployment 
The unemployment rate from January of 2018 to November of 2019 in the Reno-Sparks 
region of Nevada has ranged from 2.7 – 4.4%, with an average of 3.4% during that 
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timeframe. The statewide average for the same time period is 4.3%. Overall, 
unemployment has decreased in both the Reno-Sparks and the State of Nevada since 
2010 (U.S. Bureau of Labor, 2019). 

Employment 
According to the 2019 Comprehensive Annual Financial Report (City of Reno, 2019), 
the largest single employer in Reno is the Renown Medical Center with 7,400 
employees. Other major employers include AMERCO (employment 3,000), Circus 
Circus Reno (employment 3,000), Eldorado Resort Casino (employment 3,000), Grand 
Sierra Resort & Casino (employment 3,000), Harrah’s Reno Casino (employment 
3,000), International Game Technology (employment 3,000), Nevada System of Higher 
Education (employment 3,000), Peppermill Hotel (employment 3,000) and Renown 
Health (employment 3,000). The 152 AW employs approximately 1,175 military and 
civilian personnel.   

Job Composition 
According to the Bureau of Labor Statistics, the largest occupational group within the 
Reno metropolitan area is office and administrative support at 15.3%. The next largest 
occupational groups consist of food preparation and service (10.4%), sales (10.1%), 
transportation and material moving (9.4%), production (7.3%), and construction and 
extraction (6.2%). A total of 87.9% of the area adult population has a high school 
diploma, with 32.9% having a Bachelor’s degree or higher.   

Earnings 
Table 3-5 summarizes population characteristics for the County, State, and Country. 
The percentage of Reno’s population living below the poverty level is 14.4%, which was 
slightly higher than the State of Nevada and the Nation. The average household income 
of Reno was $26,352 with the median of $54,916 as of 2018 (U.S. Census Bureau, 
2019).   

Environmental Justice 
Ethnic minorities are: African Americans, Hispanics, Asian, Native Hawaiian and other 
Pacific Islanders, and American Indiana and Alaskan Native. Low income persons are 
people with incomes below the Federal poverty level. Children are those persons age 
17 or younger.  

Data from the 2010 U.S. Census was tabulated and analyzed in order to determine if 
concentrations of ethnic minorities, low-income populations, and children exist near the 
project area. The results were compared proportionally with the same populations within 
the State of Nevada and within the greater U.S. 
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Table 3-5: Percentages of Children, Minority and Low-income Populations in Reno, 
State of Nevada and the U.S. 
Population Reno, Nevada State of Nevada U.S. 
Total Population 250,998 3,034,000 308,745,538 
% Ethnic Minority 
Population 

• African American 
• Hispanic 
• Asian 
• Native Hawaiian & 

other Pacific Islander 
• American Indian & 

Alaska Native 

2.7% 
24.7% 
6.5% 
0.8% 
 
1.1% 

10.1% 
29% 
8.7% 
0.8% 
 
1.7% 

12.6% 
16.3% 
4.8% 
0.2% 
 
0.9% 

% Low Income Persons 14.4% 12.9% 12.3% 
% Children 21.6% 22.7% 24% 

Source: U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, 2010 Census of 
Population and Housing 

Based on the data presented in Table 3-5, the percentage of ethnic minorities in Reno 
was overall higher than the national averages for Hispanic, Asian, Native Hawaiian & 
other Pacific Islander, and American Indian & Alaska Native. The population 
percentages of ethnic minorities for the State of Nevada were similar to Reno, except 
for the African American population. The African American population percentage is 
significantly lower for Reno than the State of Nevada and the U.S. The overall poverty 
rate was slightly higher than the state and nation and the percentage of children was 
similar across Reno, State of Nevada, and the U.S. Children age 17 and younger living 
in Reno comprise 21.6 percent of the population. This compares to 22.7 percent of the 
population for the State of Nevada and 24 percent for the nation. The installation has no 
on-base housing and no facilities for children. This project is in conformance with 
Executive Order 12898 and Executive Order 13045.  

3.12 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTES, SOLID WASTE, AND OTHER 
CONTAMINANTS 

3.12.1 Definition of Resource 
Activities discussed under this resource section include the use, handling and disposal 
of hazardous materials and wastes; and storage and use of munitions. Hazardous 
materials are substances with strong physical properties of ignitability, corrosivity, 
reactivity, or toxicity which may cause an increase in mortality, a serious irreversible 
illness, incapacitating reversible illness, or pose a substantial threat to human health or 
the environment. Hazardous wastes are any solid, liquid, contained gaseous, or 
semisolid waste, or any combination of wastes that pose a substantial present or 
potential hazard to human health or the environment. Hazardous wastes that may be 
found on bases with aged infrastructure include toxic materials such as asbestos, lead-
based paints, polychlorinated biphenyls (PCBs), and mercury ballasts in equipment.  
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Issues associated with hazardous materials and wastes typically center on underground 
storage tanks; aboveground storage tanks; and the storage, transport, and use of 
pesticides, fuel, and petroleum, oil, and lubricants. When such resources are improperly 
used in any way they can threaten the health and well-being of wildlife species, 
biological habitats, soil systems, water resources, and people.  

To protect habitats and people from inadvertent and potentially harmful releases of 
hazardous substances, DoD has dictated that all facilities develop and implement 
Hazardous Waste Management Plans (HWMPs) and Spill Prevention and Response 
Plans. Also, DoD has developed the Environmental Restoration Program, intended to 
facilitate thorough investigation and cleanup of contaminated sites located at military 
installations. These plans and programs, in addition to established legislation effectively 
form the “safety net” intended to protect the ecosystems on which most living organisms 
depend. 

3.12.2 Existing Conditions 
3.12.2.1 Hazardous Waste 
The 152 AW currently operates under a HWMP (NVANG, 2018b), which fulfills the 
requirements of AFPAM 32-7002, Environmental Compliance and Pollution Prevention. 
The primary objective of the plan is to document waste management procedures at the 
base. The HWMP covers hazardous waste as well as universal waste, and applies to all 
personnel including contractors who work with hazardous waste at the NVANG.  

The base is a Small Quantity Generator (SQG) under the Resource Conservation and 
Recovery Act (RCRA), that is, they generate more than 100 kilograms (kg) but less than 
1,000 kg of hazardous waste in one month. Hazardous wastes generated on the 
installation are the result of aircraft fueling, aircraft maintenance, aerospace ground 
equipment maintenance, ground vehicle maintenance, fueling of ground vehicles, and 
facilities maintenance. To ensure safe operations, 152 AW operates under the 
guidelines of the HWMP, 2018; a Solid Waste Management Plan, 2018; Air Quality 
Operating Permits, 2018; the Asbestos Management Plan, 2019; a Spill Prevention, 
Control, and Countermeasure Plan, 2018; a Nevada State Fire Marshal Hazardous 
Materials Permit, 2019; a City of Reno Environmental Control Permit, 2018; and a 
National Pollutant Discharge Elimination System Permit (state operating permit), 2008.  

The 152 AW stores hazardous materials on base and submits chemical information to 
state and local agencies for Emergency Planning and Community Right-To-Know Act 
(EPCRA) Tier II reporting. Table 3-6 lists hazardous chemicals, their quantities, and if 
EPCRA 311/312 reporting thresholds were exceeded for Reporting Year 2019. 
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Table 3-6: Hazardous Chemical Inventory at the 152 AW for Reporting Year 2019. 

Chemical Quantity On-Site 
(lbs.) 

EPCRA Section 
311/312 Threshold 

(lbs.) 

Reportable for 
EPCRA Section 

311/312? 
Sulfuric Acid (EHS) 4,069 500 Yes 
Hydrazine (EHS) 0 500 No 
Chlorine (EHS) 0 100 No 
JP-8 0 10,000 No 
Jet A 1,087,739 10,000 Yes 
Diesel Fuel 36,697 10,000 Yes 
Gasoline 30,860 10,000 Yes 
No. 2 Fuel Oil 0 10,000 No 
Propane 417 10,000 No 
Lubricating Oil 4,034 10,000 No 
Used Oil/Waste Oil 2,567 10,000 No 
Transformer Oil 37,880 10,000 Yes 
Deicing Fluid 319,443 10,000 Yes 
Aqueous Film Forming Foam (AFFF) 5,746 10,000 No 
High Expansion Foam (HEF) 15,321 10,000 Yes 
Liquid Oxygen (LOX) 55,077 10,000 Yes 
Liquid Nitrogen (LIN) 0 10,000 No 
Parts washing - solvent 1,355 10,000 No 
Parts washing - aqueous 438 10,000 No 
IRP Remediation Chemical 0 10,000 No 
Gas Cylinders 16,707 10,000 Yes 
Halon 1211 1,900 10,000 No 
Halon 1301 0 10,000 No 
Road Salt (ground deicing) 0 10,000 No 
Munition Bulk Item 0 10,000 No 
Lead-Acid Batteries 21,932 10,000 Yes 
Wood Dust 100 10,000 No 

 

Project construction would result in a temporary increase of diesel fuel and lubricating 
oil associated with construction equipment on the base. Diesel fuel would remain a 
reportable material since it exceeds the EPCRA reporting threshold for without-project 
conditions (Table 3-6), while lubricating oil would remain under the minimum reporting 
threshold. A storage tank of Jet A fuel will be removed as part of the airfield apron 
expansion, but remain a reportable material for the base in excess of the EPCRA 
reporting limit. Overall, the quantities of fuels and oil would not change significantly as a 
result of the Proposed Action, and would not substantially increase human health risks 
or environmental exposure. All work would include proper material handling and comply 
with all applicable local, regional, state, and Federal laws, policies, and regulations 
regarding the storage, use, and management of hazardous materials. 

All hazardous waste generation and storage areas are maintained and operated to 
minimize the possibility of fire, explosion, or any unplanned sudden or non-sudden 
release of hazardous waste or hazardous waste constituents to air, soil, or surface 
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water that could threaten human health or the environment. According to 40 CFR 262, 
SQGs must comply with 40 CFR 265, Subpart C, Preparedness and Prevention. These 
regulations address required equipment, testing and maintenance of equipment, access 
to communications or alarm systems, required aisle space, and arrangements with local 
authorities. 

Waste accumulation is dispersed throughout 152 AW, based on operations that 
potentially generate waste. Most shops on the NVANG have satellite waste 
accumulation points, and there is one central waste accumulation point, identified in the 
HWMP. Most shops throughout the NVANG have universal waste accumulation points 
co-located with the satellite waste accumulation points. The universal waste includes 
various types of batteries and lamps. The hazardous waste streams are more diverse, 
and include a range of materials from solders and sealants, to petroleum products, 
abrasive blast media, metal shavings, various film developing chemicals, spent 
breathing equipment, paint materials and waste aerosol cans, and waste sludges.  

3.12.2.2 Solid Waste 
Solid waste is addressed in an Integrated Solid Waste Management (ISWM) Plan for 
the base (NVANG, 2018c). The goal of plan implementation is to reduce the amount of 
solid waste that is generated and landfilled. The ISWM Plan addresses management of 
municipal solid waste, compost material, construction and demolition (C&D) debris, and 
industrial solid waste with requirements for solid waste disposal, minimization, recycling, 
and reuse. The installation produces 38 tons of waste each year, which is disposed of in 
dumpsters and is picked up by a waste disposal firm. The installation produces 4 tons of 
mixed scrap per year and recycles scrap metals through a local scrap yard. The base 
produces 0.002 tons of mixed paper each year that gets picked up and recycled through 
a local vendor. The base prohibits some materials from the solid waste stream, 
including hazardous wastes, ozone depleting substances, universal wastes, precious 
metal bearing scrap, Installation Restoration Program (IRP) site wastes, infectious 
medical wastes, and electronic components.  

3.12.2.3 Toxic Substances 
Currently, the NVANG facility is considered “PCB free”, however PCB ballasts are 
sometimes discovered on the site and are shipped as PCB waste according to the PCB 
Management Plan of the HWMP. Asbestos and lead-based paint are concerns for older 
infrastructure. Asbestos was used widely in insulation and building materials. The 152 
AW did a thorough evaluation of asbestos and identified buildings on base where 
asbestos is known or suspected to occur, including Buildings 3, 9, 10, 56, 66, and 111. 
The Proposed Action includes demolition of Buildings 10, 56, and 66 and repair of 
Building 111. The base asbestos plan covers the steps needed for demolition and 
renovation projects (NVANG, 2019). 

3.12.2.4 Other Contaminants 
The 152 AW has taken steps to identify and remove historical contamination sites or 
potential contamination sites. A 2017 investigation of three sites, the Former Drop Tank 
Storage Area (SA021), Aircraft Wash Rack (RW022), and Waste Water Pretreatment 
Tank (TU025) recommended further evaluation of remedial alternatives for soil at 
SA021 if future residential development were to occur, and a “No Further Action” for soil 
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and for groundwater at RW022 and TU025 (NVANG, 2017a). A No Further Response 
Action Planned Decision Document was prepared for RW022 and TU025 later in the 
year (NVANG, 2017b) stating the two sites qualify for closure with no significant threat 
to human health or the environment. Site SA021 is located in the southwest corner of 
the base, and is not the site of any proposed project under the preferred alternative. 
Sites RW022 and TU025 located northeast of the Operations building are not expected 
to be impacted by construction activities. Locations of the restoration sites are shown in 
Figure 3-7. 

IRP Site 7 is a former POL storage area that previously experienced soil and 
groundwater contamination from leaking underground jet fuel tanks. Groundwater 
remediation began in 1995 and has included free product skimming, groundwater 
extraction and treatment, soil excavation, application of oxygen-releasing compounds, 
implementing air sparge/soil vapor extraction, and monitoring of the concentrations of 
chemicals of concern. Samples taken between 1988 and 2003 found benzene 
concentrations that exceeded the Nevada Department of Environmental Protection 
(NDEP) clean-up level of 6 µg/L. Several remedial actions were implemented and the 
NVANG followed up with additional sampling in 2017 to determine the effectiveness of 
the remedial actions. It was determined that concentrations of benzene were on a 
decreasing trend (NVANG, 2018a). In February 2020, the NDEP provided a No Further 
Action letter, determining that groundwater constituents above action levels were 
protective of public health and the environment based on current land and groundwater 
uses (NDEP, 2020). The new ASE/Engine Shop building is proposed west of Site 7 
under the preferred alternative, but is not expected to disturb the site. The location of 
Site 7 is shown in Figure 3-7.  

An investigation of perfluoroalkyl substances (PFAS) at 11 potential release locations 
was completed in 2018 (NVANG, 2018d). Soil sample results were compared to 
residential risk-based screening levels, and groundwater and surface water data were 
compared to the USEPA lifetime drinking water health advisory level for perfluorooctane 
sulfonate (PFOS) and perfluorooctanoic acid (PFOA) of 70 ug/L. All sites had PFAS in 
the groundwater and/or surface water that exceeded EPA health advisory screening 
criteria for PFOS and PFOA. Two sites had soils exceeding the screening criteria. 
Samples were also taken from monitoring wells and surface water near the boundary of 
the installation. Multiple compounds were detected, and all locations exceeded the 
health advisory screening level for PFOS and PFOA. The investigation report 
recommended that additional work, including the development of a conceptual site 
model and further investigations, be conducted to determine the nature and extent of 
PFAS contamination. Potential release locations are identified in Figure 3-8. 
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Figure 3-7: Recently Closed Historical Restoration Sites on Base. (NVANG, 2017a; 
NVANG, 2018a). 
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Figure 3-8: Map of Potential Release Locations (NVANG, 2018d). 
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4. ENVIRONMENTAL CONSEQUENCES  
This chapter discusses the direct, indirect, and cumulative effects on the existing 
environment (Chapter 3) that are expected from implementation of the Proposed Action. 
Only those resources that would cause an adverse or beneficial impact above and 
beyond the No Action Alternative condition are detailed. 

The direct and indirect analyses were prepared in accordance with the requirements of 
NEPA and guidance from the CEQ, Considering Cumulative Effects under the National 
Environmental Policy Act. The CEQ defines direct and indirect impacts as: 

• Direct impacts are caused by the action and occur at the same time and place 
(40 CFR §1508.8[a]). 

• Indirect impacts “are caused by an action and are later in time or further removed 
in distance but are still reasonably foreseeable” (40 CFR §1508.8[b]). They may 
include growth-inducing effects related to changes in the pattern of land use, 
population density or growth rate, and related effects on air and water and other 
natural systems. 
 

4.1 SCOPE OF THE ENVIRONMENTAL ASSESSMENT  
Sections 4 and 5 of this document provide an analysis of the Proposed Action and the 
impacts (both positive and adverse) on a variety of environmental and socioeconomic 
parameters. A summary of the parameters investigated herein and the determination of 
impacts is presented below in Table 4-1.  

4.2 RESOURCES NOT CARRIED FORWARD FOR ANALYSIS 
Per CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1500), federal agencies may focus their NEPA analysis 
on those resource areas that could be affected and omit discussions of resource areas 
that would not be affected by a Proposed Action (40 CFR 1501.7[a][3]). The following 
resource areas have been reviewed (refer to Chapter 3 and Table 6) and determined 
not to warrant further consideration because there would be no or negligible potential for 
effects from implementing the Preferred Alternative or Alternative 1. 
 
4.2.1 Land Use 
The land use impacts analysis evaluates the Proposed Action’s compatibility with 
existing land use as well as consistency with adopted land use plans and policies. The 
significance of impacts is based on the level of land use sensitivity in areas affected by 
the Proposed Action. In general, land use impacts are considered significant if they are: 

1. Inconsistent or noncompliant with applicable land use plans and policies; 
2. Preclude the viability of existing land use; 
3. Preclude continued use or occupation of an area; or 
4. Incompatible with adjacent or vicinity land use to the extent that public health or 

safety is threatened. 
 
The Proposed Action does not include the conversion or loss of any land use type; 
therefore, there would be no impacts to land use in the project area. 
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Table 4-1: Summary of Impacts  
Resource Category Preferred Alternative No Action 

Alternative 
Alternative 1 

Safety Positive long-term 
impacts. 

No effects. Positive long-term 
impacts. 

Air Quality 
Minor temporary 

construction-related; no 
long-term impacts. 

No effects. Minor temporary 
construction-related; 

no long-term impacts. 

Noise 
Minor temporary 

construction-related; no 
long-term impacts. 

No effects. Minor temporary 
construction-related; 

no long-term impacts. 

Land Use No effects. No effects. No effects. 

Geological Resources No effects. No effects. No effects. 

Water Resources Minor long term effects to 
Margrave Ditch. 

No effects. Minor long term effects 
to Margrave Ditch. 

Biological Resources Negligible effects. No effects. Negligible effects. 

Transportation and 
Circulation 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; no 

long-term impacts. 

No effects. Minor temporary 
construction-related; 

no long-term impacts. 

Visual Resources No effects. No effects. No effects. 

Cultural Resources No effects. No effects. No effects. 

Socioeconomics 

Temporary construction 
job opportunities; long-

term impacts increase of 
up to 120 jobs should the 

unit receive a new 
mission. 

No effects. Temporary 
construction job 

opportunities; long-
term impacts increase 

of up to 120 jobs 
should the unit receive 

a new mission. 

Hazardous Materials 
and Wastes 

Minor temporary 
construction-related 

impacts. 

No effects. Minor temporary 
construction-related 

impacts. 

 
4.2.2 Geology 
An impact to geological resources would be considered significant if the proposed 
action would violate a Federal, state, or local law or regulation protecting geological 
resources (e.g. impacted unique landforms or rock formations), or result in uncontrolled 
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erosion over a larger area than that allowed by regulations. The Proposed Action would 
not impact any unique geological resources; therefore, there would be no impact to 
geology in the project area. 
 
4.2.3 Biological Resources 
Determination of the significant of impacts to biological resources is based on: 

1. The importance (legal, commercial, recreational, ecological, or scientific) of the 
resource; 

2. The proportion of the resource that would be affected relative to its occurrence in 
the region; 

3. The sensitivity of the resource to the proposed activities; and 
4. The duration of ecological ramifications. Impacts to biological resources are 

significant if species or habitats of high concern are adversely affected over 
relatively large areas, or disturbances cause reductions in population size or 
distribution of a species or special concern. 
 

It is unlikely that Cui-ui, Lanhontan Cutthroat Trout, Steamboat Buckwheat, or Webber’s 
Ivesia would occur in the Proposed Action area due to the lack of suitable habitat. 
Therefore, the Proposed Action will have “no effect” on Cui-ui, Lanhontan Cutthroat 
Trout, steamboat buckwheat, or Webber’s Ivesia (refer to Section 3.7.2.3).  
 
A letter from the Nevada Natural Heritage Program dated 14 October 2019, identified 
the potential habitat at the base for the Spotted Bat (Euderma maculatum) and the 
Mono Checkerspot (Euphydryas editha monoensis), which are listed as a sensitive and 
State Threatened species, respectively. However, continued follow up with the Nevada 
Natural Heritage Program did not reveal any further information. Overall, it was 
determined that the Proposed Action would have no impact to state-listed species since 
the Proposed Action area lacks suitable habitat for these species. Overall, the Proposed 
Action would have no impact to important or sensitive biological resources.  
 
4.2.4 Visual Resources 
Determination of the significance of impacts on visual resources is based on the level of 
visual sensitivity in the area. Visual sensitivity is defined as the degree of public interest 
in a visual resource and concern over adverse changes in the quality of that resource. 
In general, an impact on a visual resource is significant if implementation of the 
Proposed Action would result in a substantial alteration of a sensitive visual setting. For 
the Proposed Action, no unique or sensitive visual resources exist in the area. 
 
4.2.5 Cultural Resources 
Determination of the significance of impacts to cultural resources relates to: 

1. Direct impacts are those that: 
a. Physically alter, damage, or destroy all of part of a resource; 
b. Alter the surrounding environment’s characteristics that contribute to the 

resource; 
c. Introduce visual or audible elements that do not align with the property’s 

characteristics; or 
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d. Neglect a resource to the extent that it deteriorates or is destroyed.  
2. Indirect impacts result primarily from:  

a. Population increases on the installation resulting from the proposed 
action; and 

b. Construction activities to accommodate the population growth. 
 
The NVANG contacted federally recognized tribes who may have a historical or cultural 
interest in the project under Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act 
(Appendix A). No response was received from any of the tribes contacted. Given the 
information above, the NVANG has determined there will be no adverse effect to 
historic properties (36 CFR 800.4(d)(1)) as there are no historic properties within the 
Area of Potential Effect (APE). The Nevada SHPO concurred with this determination on 
August 12, 2020 (Appendix A).   
 
4.3 SAFETY 
Federal agencies must comply with federal work and public safety laws as well as with 
agency regulations, policy and guidance. Actions that would impact the health and 
safety of base employees and contractors, or that would extend to impact the general 
public would be considered significant. Actions or activities that are not compliant with 
current laws and regulations would likewise be considered significant. The significance 
of safety issues can be mitigated by rigorous application of safety standards and 
practices. 

During construction activities, safety fencing would be used to block off demolition/ 
construction areas. A single entry point to construction sites would be established and 
all personnel entering the construction area would be required to wear proper personal 
protective equipment (PPE). Signage would be used to direct construction traffic and 
normal base traffic through and around construction areas. Due to implementation of 
the above BMPs during construction activities, no short-term impacts to safety are 
anticipated.  

Long-term, several positive impacts to safety will occur with the implementation of the 
preferred alternative. Many of the improvements will bring several components of the 
base up to appropriate AT/FP standards. The parking lot locations, improvements of the 
ECF, and relocation of the munitions facility will bring these components up to AT/FP 
standards. In addition, enclosing Margrave Ditch located along the north and 
northeastern of the NVANG boundary, will greatly decrease the attraction of hazardous 
wildlife such as birds, thereby decreasing the probability of aircraft strikes due to 
hazardous wildlife and decreasing risks to personnel life safety.      

4.4 AIR QUALITY 
The 1990 amendments to the Clean Air Act require that federal agency activities 
conform to the affected SIP with respect to achieving and maintaining attainment of 
NAAQS and addressing air quality impacts. An air quality impact resulting from the 
proposed mission change and facilities development programs would be significant if it 
would: 1) increase concentrations of ambient criteria pollutants or ozone precursors to 
levels exceeding NAAQS; 2) increase concentrations of pollutants already at 
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nonattainment levels; 3) lead to establishment of a new nonattainment area by the 
Governor of the state or the USEPA; or 4) delay achievement of attainment in 
accordance with the SIP. 

The Proposed Action is within a CAA maintenance area for attainment of CO and 
PM10. The total quantified emissions of these pollutants from direct and indirect 
sources is compared to rates listed in 40 CFR 93.153(b)(2), considered the de minimis 
levels, where, if they are determined to exceed those levels, the federal agency is 
required to conduct a conformity determination. The de minimis levels applicable to this 
project are presented in Table 4-2.  

Table 4-2:  General Conformity De Minimis Levels 
Criteria Pollutant Nonattainment/Maintenance 

Status 
De Minimis Levels 
(Tons/Year) 

CO Attainment-Maintenance (Moderate) 100 

PM10 Attainment-Maintenance (Serious) 100 

 
Pollutant emissions associated with the Proposed Action primarily include fugitive dust 
emissions during ground disturbance and site preparation activities and combustion 
emissions from vehicles and heavy-duty equipment during construction. Emissions of 
CO and PM10 from construction activities, as well as additional personnel and heating 
equipment, were estimated using the Air Conformity Applicability Model (ACAM) and 
compared to regulatory thresholds to determine if a conformity determination is 
required. The ACAM analysis for the Proposed Action is documented in Appendix E: 
Record of Conformity Analysis (NVANG, 2020a) and Appendix F: ACAM Detail Report 
(NVANG, 2020b). Calculated direct and indirect CO and PM10 emissions are 
summarized in Table 4-3 and Table 4-4. Individual project emissions, as well as 
combined annual emissions, are shown to be significantly less than de minimis levels 
for all years. The highest total CO emissions (6.72 tons) are associated with 
construction of the new consolidated support facility, while the highest total PM10 
emissions (21.01 tons) are associated with the airfield apron expansion (Table 4-3). The 
combined annual emissions of CO range from 2.273 (2028) to 9.275 (2025) tons per 
year, and emissions of PM10 range from 0.007 (2028) to 17.644 (2026) tons per year 
(Table 4-4). Because estimated emissions for individual as well as combined actions do 
not exceed de minimis thresholds, a general conformity determination is not required.  
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 Table 4-3: Total ACAM Estimated Emissions for Individual Projects 
 CO PM10 

Years (activity type) Tons Tons 

Construct new consolidated Support Facility   

2024-2026 (construction/demolition) 6.723521 1.522797 

2025 (remove heating) -0.020293 -0.001836 

2025 through indefinite (add heating) 0.078622 0.007113 

Consolidate EMEDS & MDG and upgrade Fuel Cell   

2023-2024 (construction/demolition) 2.534022 0.460105 

2023 (remove heating) -0.014856 -0.001344 

Construct new POL refueler yard & create POV parking   

2021-2022 (construction/demolition) 3.455073 0.485868 

Construct ASE facility & MAFFS   

2026-2027 (construction/demolition) 3.694340 0.622079 

2026-indefinate (remove heating) -0.051182 -0.004631 

Expand airfield apron   

2025-2026 (construction/demolition) 2.432123 21.013383 

2025 (remove tank) 0.000000 0.000000 

Culvert Ditch   

2022-2023 (construction/demolition) 3.826804 5.774059 

Relocate munitions   

2024 (construction/demolition) 0.339817 0.065252 

Construct vehicle check point   

2024-2025 (construction/demolition) 2.312358 1.273153 

Provide facility for a potential new mission   

2020-indefinate (personnel) 2.245724 0.004705 
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Table 4-4: Annual ACAM Estimated Emissions for Proposed Action 

 CO PM10 

Year  Tons/year Tons/year 

2020 6.723521 1.522797 

2021 2.795 0.048 

2022 5.789 1.410 

2023 6.109 5.080 

2024 6.417 1.824 

2025 9.275 4.675 

2026 5.461 17.644 

2027 5.263 0.575 

2028 (Steady State) 2.273 0.007 

Maximum Emissions 9.275 17.644 

De minimis Emission Levels 100 100 

General Conformity  
Determination Applicable? 

No No 

 

To minimize not only erosion but also dust generation, construction contractors must 
limit the amount of unstabilized land at any time. To minimize temporary adverse 
impacts to air quality during construction activities the following would be required: 

• All equipment used on projects be current with functional emissions controls. 
• All equipment use low sulfur diesel fuels. 
• Dust control measures during dry weather, including but not limited to the use of 

covered loads, street sweeping and tire brushes to avoid tracking soils onto 
public roads, and watering/sprinkling unstabilized earthwork areas to minimize 
windblown dust. 

In regards to long-term impacts, the base mission has not changed and there is no 
proposed addition of aircraft (i.e. no new emissions sources). The additional buildings 
will house essentially the same functions as currently exist on base, although in a more 
efficiently spaced layout. The Proposed Action involves building demolitions, additions, 
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and new construction that include the addition and removal of boilers, hot water heaters, 
HVAC units, diesel-fueled electricity generators, and upgrades to painting and 
sandblasting operations. These changes would require modification of Washoe County 
Air Quality Permit AAIR16-0508 to Operate (WCHD, 2019a). Furthermore, construction 
of a new POL refueler yard would require modification of Washoe County Fuel 
Dispensing Facility Air Quality Permit AAIR16-0794 to Operate (WCHD, 2019b). 
Because the basic functions of the base have not changed and the sources of 
emissions are not expected to change significantly, there are no major long-term 
impacts to air quality identified.  

New mission capacity analyzed in this document is limited to an increase in personnel 
and a need for facility space. An increase in flight hours is not expected for a potential 
new mission beddown. Therefore, the 152 AW would not increase air emissions from 
flights as a result of potentially receiving a new mission. 

In addition to criteria pollutants, the Proposed Action would also generate greenhouse 
gas emissions as a result of fossil fuel combustion. The Proposed Action does not 
appreciably change greenhouse gas emissions at the base, since there are no new 
sources of emissions. The general trend for this region includes increasing 
temperatures and drought. Intensifying droughts and occasional large floods are 
expected to worsen water shortages, increase wildfires, and in terms of air quality 
amplify ground-level ozone pollution, dust storms, and particulate pollution that impact 
human health. While implementing the Proposed Action would cause a small, temporary 
increase in greenhouse gas emissions during construction, the increase will result in a 
less than significant impact on the climate and environment. 

4.5 NOISE 
Noise impact analyses evaluate potential changes to existing noise environments that 
would result from implementation of a proposed action. Potential changes in the noise 
environment can be beneficial (i.e., if they reduce the number of sensitive receptors 
exposed to unacceptable noise levels), negligible (i.e., if the total area exposed to 
unacceptable noise levels is essentially unchanged), or adverse (i.e., if they result in 
increased exposure of sensitive receptors to unacceptable noise levels). 
 
The Reno Municipal Code was reviewed for this noise impact analysis. Noise ordinance 
for the City is found in Chapter 18 General Development and Design Standards, Article 
III Site and Building Design Standards, Section 18.12.304.-Residential Adjacency 
Standards. Section 18.12.304(g) Noise at Residential Property Lines describes 
prohibited noises of which temporary construction activity and airport airplane 
operations are discussed. According to the code, construction activities exceeding noise 
levels of 65 dB are prohibited outside the hours of 6:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. Airport 
airplane operations areas are exempt from permissible noise level standards. A 
separate section of the code limits construction of residential development within certain 
noise contours for the airport to be constructed to noise attenuation standards. 

Noise from construction activities would be generated by a broad array of powered, 
noise-producing mechanical equipment used in the construction process. This 
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equipment ranges from hand-held pneumatic tools to dump trucks, concrete pump 
trucks, and excavators. Noise levels associated with various construction phases when 
all pertinent equipment is present and operating, at a reference distance of 50 feet, are 
shown in Table 4-5. 

Sounds are more significant when closer to the source. Sound levels decrease by 
approximately 5 dBA Leq for each 50 feet distance from the source. For the Proposed 
Action, the nearest residence to a proposed facility is just over a quarter mile northwest 
of the installation on the other side of I-580, or about 1,320 feet away. At a distance of 
1,320 feet, the sound of construction equipment would attenuate to inaudible levels. 
Noise levels at the nearest house will be no greater than the current ambient noise 
level, and sound from construction equipment would have no adverse impact to the 
nearest home.  

Table 4-5: Typical Noise Levels from Construction Activities 

Construction Activity Measured Sound Level at 
50 feet (dBA Lmax)a 

Backhoe 78 
Excavator 81 
Dump Truck 76 
Paver 77 
Front End Loader  79 
Roller  80 

a Construction Noise Handbook. U.S. Department of Transportation Federal Highway 
Administration. 2006. 

 
In regards to long-term impacts, the proposed mission for the base has not changed. No 
additional aircraft are being added, and the location of other noise-intense activities (i.e. 
engine testing) has not changed. Other facility expansions or relocations are not 
expected to cause long term noise impacts nor to increase the ambient noise levels at 
the installation boundary.  

New mission capacity analyzed in this document is limited to an increase in personnel 
and a need for facility space. An increase in flight hours is not expected for a potential 
new mission beddown. Therefore, the 152 AW would not increase noise from flights as 
a result of potentially receiving a new mission. 

4.6 WATER RESOURCES 
The water resources impacts analysis looked at water availability, quality, and use; 
existence of floodplains and wetlands; and associated regulations. An impact to water 
resources is considered significant if it: 

1. Reduces water availability to or interferes with the supply of existing users; 
2. Creates or contributes to overdraft of groundwater basins or exceeds safe annual 

yield of water supply sources; 
3. Adversely affects water quality or endangers public health by creating or 

worsening adverse health hazards or safety conditions; 
4. Threatens or damages unique hydrologic characteristics; or  
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5. Violates established laws or regulations that have been adopted to protect or 
manage water resources of an area. Impacts of proposed actions would be 
significant if such would negatively alter flow within the floodplain. 

 
The Proposed Action involves piping the remaining 1,308 feet of Margrave Ditch that is 
currently an open stream system to improve safety to the RTIA and NVANG staff. 
Currently, the ditch is an attractant to birds and wildlife which increases the chances of 
aircraft bird strikes, thereby increasing the risk to passenger, pilots, and aircraft.  
 
Projects 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 8, which involve the construction of new facilities, have the 
potential to impact base drainage due to the conversion of permeable land to 
impermeable land. Section 438 of the Energy Independence and Security Act (42 USC 
§ 17094) states: “The sponsor of any development or redevelopment project involving a 
Federal facility with a footprint that exceeds 5,000 square feet shall use site planning, 
design, construction, and maintenance strategies for the property to maintain or restore, 
to the maximum extent technically feasible, the predevelopment hydrology of the 
property with regard to the temperature, rate, volume, and duration of flow.” Due to the 
size of the proposed projects, drainage considerations will need to be part of the future 
design of these facilities to prevent impacts to the overall base drainage.  
 
Due to anthropogenic activities in the drainage area that contribute flow to Margrave 
Ditch, the boundaries of the drainage area contributing to the perennial flow are unclear. 
Suspected sources contributing to the flow include the stormwater drainages from the 
City of Reno east of Mill Street and Virginia Lake. The ditch has been verified by the 
USACE as a jurisdictional WOTUS; no wetlands exist within the system. Additional 
details can be found in Appendix B. Since Margrave Ditch is piped both before and after 
it flows over NVANG Base property the overall impact to piping this last section of the 
system is minor. The USACE identified the work to pipe the system qualifies for a 
“Minor Impact Letter of Permission (LOP)”. The LOP will have to be applied for and 
obtained from the USACE prior to the commencement of construction. The need for a 
Section 401 Water Quality Certification will need to be determined prior to submission of 
the application for the LOP.     
 
4.7 TRANSPORTATION AND TRAFFIC CIRCULATION 
The transportation and circulation impacts analysis looked at physical changes to 
circulation (e.g., closing, rerouting, or creating roads), construction activity and 
introduction of construction-related traffic on local roads, and changes in daily or peak-
hour traffic volumes created by either direct or indirect workforce and population 
changes related to installation activities. Impacts on roadway capacities are considered 
significant if roads with no history of capacity exceedances are forced to operate at or 
above their design capacity. Impacts are also considered significant if additional traffic is 
added to roads already having significant traffic issues. 

The Proposed Action will have minor impacts during construction activities. These 
impacts will mostly consist of temporary road and parking lot closures at and adjacent to 
construction sites on the NVANG base property. As a result, NVANG staff may have to 
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make minor adjustments to access various portions of the base. No long-term impacts 
to transportation and traffic circulation are anticipated. 

4.8 SOCIOECONOMICS 
The socioeconomics impacts analysis evaluated the significance of population and 
expenditure impacts in terms of their direct effects on the local economy and related 
effects on other socioeconomic resources (e.g., housing). If potential socioeconomic 
impacts result in a substantial shift in population trends, or adversely affect regional 
spending patterns, the impact is considered significant. 

The Proposed Action would have a short-term beneficial impact to socioeconomics. The 
implementation of construction projects will bring an opportunity for local jobs, including 
both skilled and unskilled (general labor) construction and related work. The addition of 
temporary jobs is not likely to have a large economic impact to the overall region, 
however, individuals may be positively affected. Adding a new mission could bring up to 
120 new permanent jobs to the area. This would have a beneficial impact on the local 
community. 

Based on 2010 U.S. Census data and visual observations, the Proposed Action will not 
disproportionately impact minority, low-income populations, or children. 

4.9 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTES, SOLID WASTE, AND OTHER 
CONTAMINANTS 

The following analysis evaluates the significance of increased regulatory requirements 
and exposure to the public or the environment from hazardous materials/wastes, solid 
waste, and/or other contaminants generated through the Proposed Action.  
 
Under the Proposed Action, new construction, repair, and relocation activities would be 
expected to temporarily increase the usage of hazardous materials and petroleum 
products on base. Demolition activities would be expected to temporarily increase the 
volumes of hazardous and solid wastes generated. However, the use, handling, 
storage, and disposal of these products and wastes would continue to be accomplished 
in accordance with applicable USAF, USEPA, and State of Nevada regulations and 
within the existing processes found in the base HWMP (2018b), Spill Prevention, 
Control, and Countermeasure Plan (2018e), Asbestos Management Plan (2019), and 
other environmental plans and permits. Proposed demolition of facilities would generate 
significant quantities of nonhazardous industrial waste and C&D debris. The amount 
would be handled as described in the ISWM Plan, utilizing available landfill capacity 
over time, and would not adversely affect the surrounding area.   
 
Asbestos is expected to be encountered during demolition of Buildings 10, 56, and 66 
as well as repair of Building 111. Asbestos inspection and abatement would likely be 
needed prior to demolition or construction. Lead-based paint may also be encountered 
in these buildings. Contractors certified in lead-based paint abatement would be utilized 
to ensure facilities are properly assessed and abated prior to any maintenance, repair, 
or demolition work. 
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As part of the aircraft apron extension project, an emergency containment buried tank, 
which is not regulated as an underground storage tank (UST) and no longer needed, 
will be removed. Base staff indicated an UST adjacent to Building 56 will be removed as 
part of Building 56 demolition and construction of the Consolidated Support Facility as 
well; however, this tank (or other regulated USTs) could not be identified in the Spill 
Prevention, Control, and Countermeasure Plan (2018e). There is no indication of spills 
or leaking tanks on the site, but if contamination or a leaking UST is encountered during 
construction, the state regulatory agency would be contacted and the project would 
comply with all necessary requirements.  

Installation Restoration Program Sites 7, SA021, RW022, and TU025 are now closed or 
in the process of being closed with approval (No further action [NFA] letters) from the 
state. No construction activity is proposed on these sites, further reducing the risk of 
encountering contaminants. The proximity of these sites in relation to project locations is 
shown in Figure 4-1. 
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Figure 4-1: Historic Restoration Sites and Potential Release Locations relative to 
Projects (NVANG, 2017a; NVANG, 2018a; NVANG 2018d).  

Under the Proposed Action, the 152 AW would continue to fulfill the same mission and 
operate/maintain the same aircraft. In the long term, the amount of hazardous materials, 
wastes, and petroleum products used would remain the same. 
 
Hazardous material/waste, solid waste, and other contaminant impacts would not result 
in significant additional regulatory or compliance activity, and are not expected to cause 
a release that would expose the environment or the public to significant amounts of 
hazardous material/waste or other contaminants. All contractors performing construction 
activities at the 152 AW will be responsible for following ground safety regulations and 
conducting construction activities in a manner that does not pose any risk to its workers 
or base personnel. Risks are further mitigated by requiring construction contractors to 
develop an accidental spill prevention and response plan for all hazardous materials 
that may be used onsite, develop a solid and hazardous materials and waste 
management plan prior to starting work, and comply with all applicable local, regional, 
state, and Federal laws, policies, and regulations regarding the transportation, storage, 
handling, management, and disposal of hazardous materials and wastes. 

PFAS contamination is currently being investigated on the base, and has been 
documented at some locations. The addition to Building 130 and demolition of Building 
76 (Project 2) and apron expansion (Project 5) are on or near sites with potential 
releases and PFAS detections (Figure 4-1). The 152 AW will comply with Air Force 
Guidance Memorandum (AFGM 2019-32-01) AFFF-Related Waste Management 
Guidance to manage waste streams containing PFOS/PFOA (USAF 2019).  

The 152 AW completed a Site Investigation Report on PFOS/PFOA consistent with the 
CERCLA cleanup process. If necessary, the next step in the CERCLA process would be 
the Remedial Investigation, which would determine the nature and extent of 
contamination and assess the potential risk to human health and the environment. If 
CERCLA’s risk assessment process ultimately determines there is a need for cleanup 
action, federal and state cleanup standards will be evaluated under the CERCLA 
process to see if they are Applicable or Relevant and Appropriate Requirements at the 
specific site. If so, they are incorporated into the cleanup levels that must be attained at 
the site. 
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5. CUMULATIVE IMPACTS 
This chapter discusses potential cumulative impacts of the Proposed Action for those 
resources discussed in Chapter 4 that have direct and/or indirect impacts.  

The cumulative impacts analysis was prepared in accordance with the requirements of 
NEPA and guidance from the CEQ, Considering Cumulative Effects under the National 
Environmental Policy Act. The CEQ defines cumulative impacts as: 

Cumulative impacts “result from the incremental impact of the action when added to 
other past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions regardless of what 
agency (Federal or non-Federal) or person undertakes such other actions.” (40 CFR 
§1508.7). They can result from individually minor but collectively significant actions 
taking place over a period of time. The cumulative effects of an action may be 
undetectable when viewed in the individual context of direct and indirect impacts, but 
nonetheless can add to other disturbances and eventually lead to a measurable 
environmental change. 

 
5.1 PROPOSED PROJECTS IN THE VICINITY 
The 152 AW RTIA IDP (2018) provides planning, programming, and development 
strategies to address current and programmed mission deficiencies and opportunities. 
The preferred alternative identified in Chapter 2 primarily consists of projects identified 
in the IDP. However, those projects that are part of the Proposed Action/Preferred 
Alternative are anticipated to be completed in the short term while other projects 
identified in the IDP are anticipated to be implemented in the future. Table 5-1 outlines 
medium range (6-10 years) and long range (more than 11 years) development plans at 
the NVANG Base included in the IDP, but that are not part of the preferred action. 

Table 5-1: Proposed Projects at Nevada Air National Guard Base 
Medium Range Projects (6-10 years) 
Control Tower Demolish old control tower on site 
Long Range Projects (more than 11 years) 
Force Support Squadron Space Current space is 6,000 SF under its 

authorized space.  
 
In addition to the activities of the 152 AW, the RTIA has a Master Plan. The Airport 
Master Plan is a comprehensive study of the airports operation and facilities, with 
regulating agencies, airport users, and the public. The document focuses on 
development plans for up to 20 years to meet future demands (RTAA, 2020). Several 
projects are already underway and many others are proposed. Airport-related projects 
that are distinct from the base projects are in Table 5-2. 
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Table 5-2:  Proposed Projects at Reno-Tahoe International Airport as identified in the 
RTAA Master Plan (Independent of Proposed NVANG Projects) 
Capital Improvement Projects planned for the next 5 years 
Airfield Runway Incursion Mitigation Improvements (south of Atlantic Aviation apron) 
Airfield Runway Incursion Mitigation Improvements (south end of Taxiway Alpha) 
Terminal Development-Ticketing Hall Expansion 
Build new 11-gate Concourse C including passenger boarding bridges. 
Build new Customs and Border Protection facility within level 1 of Concourse C. 
Construct new administrative office space on level 3 at the northeast corner of 
Terminal building.  
Build New Consolidated Rental Car Facility, quick-turn-around, and pedestrian bridge.  
Build new automobile surface parking lot.  

 
5.2 AIR QUALITY 
Estimated emissions generated by the Proposed Action would be minor and below 
regulatory thresholds and would not contribute significantly to adverse cumulative 
effects on air quality. Many of the additional projects outlined in the IDP or the RTAA 
would generate short-term air emissions and fugitive dust during construction from site 
grading, use of construction equipment, and paving. Some of the projects would 
generate long-term emissions during operation, such as from heating, ventilation, and 
air conditioning (HVAC) systems in new buildings. However, none of the identified past, 
present, or reasonably foreseeable projects would have substantial cumulative effects 
on air quality when combined with the Proposed Action. Therefore, cumulative effects 
on air quality would be minor. No significant impacts would occur. 

5.3 NOISE 
Construction noise attenuates relatively rapidly with distance, so the area where noise 
from multiple projects would overlap is relatively small. None of the identified past, 
present, or reasonably foreseeable projects are close enough to the Proposed Action 
area or on the same timeline to cause concurrent construction noise. Operational noise 
levels would not appreciably exceed baseline noise levels in the area when combined 
with the past, present, and reasonably foreseeable projects. Therefore, cumulative 
effects on noise would be minor. No significant impacts would occur. 

5.4 WATER RESOURCES 
No significant cumulative impacts to water resources are expected because the 
Proposed Action will not significantly impact these resources. Margrave Ditch is already 
significantly impacted from previous activities that occurred before the construction of 
the RTAA. When the airport was built, Margrave Ditch was piped throughout much of 
the area, except for one portion in the northern and northeastern corner of the NVANG 
base. When combined with past, present, and future projects, adverse cumulative 
impacts are not expected because Margrave Ditch is already piped for the majority of its 
length.  

5.5 TRANSPORTATION AND CIRCULATION 
None of the identified past, present, or reasonably foreseeable projects would have 
substantial cumulative effects on transportation and traffic circulation when combined 
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with the Proposed Action. Therefore, cumulative effects on transportation and 
circulation would not be significant. 

5.6 SOCIOECONOMICS 
None of the identified past, present, or reasonably foreseeable projects would have 
substantial cumulative effects on socioeconomics, environmental justice, the protection 
of children, or American Indian and Alaska Native populations when combined with the 
Proposed Action. Therefore, cumulative effects on socioeconomics would not be 
significant. 

5.7 HAZARDOUS MATERIALS AND WASTES, SOLID WASTE, AND OTHER 
CONTAMINANTS 

The construction and demolition projects proposed would be expected to temporarily 
increase the use of petroleum products and generation of solid waste. Storage and use 
of these products would continue to be accomplished in accordance with applicable 
laws and regulations. None of the identified past, present, or reasonably foreseeable 
projects would have substantial cumulative effects on hazardous materials/wastes, solid 
waste, and other contaminants when combined with the Proposed Action.
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6. FINDINGS AND CONCLUSIONS 
This chapter summarizes the findings of the environmental effects analysis, measures 
that would be implemented to avoid or minimize environmental impacts, permit 
requirements associated with the Proposed Action, and the conclusion of the EA. 

6.1 SUMMARY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS 
Table 6-1 shows the potential effects of implementing the Proposed Action for the 
environmental resources evaluated versus the No Action Alternative. Implementing the 
Proposed Action would result in short-term and long-term less than significant impacts, 
long-term impacts, and beneficial impacts. Cumulative effects would not be significant 
(refer to Chapter 5). 

6.2 BEST MANAGEMENT PRACTICES AND CONTROL MEASURES TO REDUCE 
EFFECTS 

6.2.1 Air Quality 
Project construction would employ BMPs to minimize fugitive dust and tailpipe 
emissions. BMPs to minimize fugitive dust could include using water to control dust and 
cleaning streets as needed. BMPs to reduce tailpipe emissions could include minimizing 
unnecessary idling of vehicles and machinery. Contractors are required to follow 
installation idling procedures as identified in the installation’s Air Wing Instruction or 
codified procedures. These BMPs are not necessarily all-inclusive; the NVANG and any 
contractors would need to comply with all applicable air pollution control regulations. 

6.2.2 Noise 
Project construction would occur during the day time hours and the contractor will follow 
any noise ordinances enforced by County or Local officials to minimize nuisance noise 
levels at nearby residences. 

6.2.3 Geological Resources 
BMPs will be implemented in accordance with the General Permit for Stormwater 
Discharges Associated with Construction Activity and its associated Stormwater 
Pollution Prevention Plan (SWPPP). Implementation of construction BMPs would 
minimize soil erosion impacts that are caused by wind and stormwater. 

6.2.4 Water Resources 
The Proposed Action would comply with NVANG General Permits, associated SWPPPs 
with specified BMPs, and stormwater controls sufficient to ensure no net increase in 
peak flow rates and total volume of runoff from the site. BMPs, such as silt fencing, 
would be installed on the perimeter of the construction site to keep erosion from 
migrating to water resources. Post construction would include reseeding any staging 
areas and non-built areas with native grass species to stabilize soils (if needed). 
NVANG will implement their Stormwater Management Program and SWPPP in 
accordance with state and federal regulations. 
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Table 6-1: Summary of Environmental Impacts 
Environmental 
Resource 

No Action 
Alternative 

Alternative 1 Preferred Alternative 
Safety None Positive long-term 

impacts. 
Positive long-term 
impacts. 

Air Quality 

None 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; 
no long-term 
impacts. 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; no 
long-term impacts. 

Noise 

None 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; 
no long-term 
impacts. 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; no 
long-term impacts. 

Land Use None No effects. No effects. 
Geological 
Resources None No effects. No effects.  

Water Resources 
None 

Minor long term 
effects to Margrave 
Ditch. 

Minor long term effects 
to Margrave Ditch. 

Biological 
Resources None Negligible effects. Negligible effects. 

Transportation and 
Circulation None 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; 
no long-term 
impacts. 

Minor temporary 
construction-related; no 
long-term impacts. 

Visual Resources None No effects.  No effects. 
Cultural Resources None No effects. No effects. 
Socioeconomics 

None 

Temporary 
construction job 
opportunities; long-
term impacts 
increase of up to 
120 jobs should the 
unit receive a new 
mission. 

Temporary construction 
job opportunities; long-
term impacts increase 
of up to 120 jobs should 
the unit receive a new 
mission. 

Hazardous 
Materials and 
Wastes 

None 
Minor temporary 
construction-related 
impacts. 

Minor temporary 
construction-related 
impacts.  

 

6.2.5 Transportation and Circulation 
The Proposed Action will include the implementation of appropriate signage on local 
roadways to inform users of detours and future road closures. 

6.2.6 Cultural Resources 
In case of inadvertent archaeological discovery during ground-moving operations, work 
would immediately cease in the vicinity of the discovery and the 152 AW would conduct 
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further consultation with the SHPO and, if appropriate, federally recognized tribes to 
determine an appropriate course of action. Work would not resume until this additional 
consultation process is complete. 

6.2.7 Hazardous Materials and Wastes, Solid Waste, and Other Contaminants 
All hazardous materials and waste would be stored and handled in compliance with 
applicable federal and state laws and regulations, and the procedures outlined in the 
152 AW’s HWMP. Offsite transportation of hazardous waste, if any is required, would be 
done by a transporter with a hazardous waste identification number, licensed and 
insured to manage hazardous waste. 

6.3 REQUIRED PERMITS 
A Minor Impact LOP will be required for the piping of Margrave Ditch. In accordance 
with Title 33 of the CFR Part 325, District Engineers are authorized to use alternative 
procedures, including LOPs, to authorize activities under the Section 404 and Section 
10 Regulatory Programs. LOPs are a type of permit issued through an abbreviated 
processing procedure, which includes coordination with Federal and state fish and 
wildlife agencies, as required by the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act, and a public 
interest evaluation, but without the publishing of an individual public notice. In 
accordance with 33 CFR 325.2(e)(1), LOPs may be used:  
 

I. In those cases subject to section 10 of the Rivers and Harbors Act of 1899 when, 
in the opinion of the District Engineer, the proposed work would be minor, would 
not have significant individual or cumulative impacts on environmental values, 
and should encounter no appreciable opposition.  

II. In those cases subject to Section 404 of the Clean Water Act after: 
A. The District Engineer, through consultation with Federal and state fish and 

wildlife agencies, the Regional Administrator, Environmental Protection 
Agency and the state water quality certifying agency develops a list of 
categories of activities proposed for authorization under LOP procedures;  

B. The District Engineer issues a public notice advertising the proposed list and 
the LOP procedures, requesting comments and offering an opportunity for 
public hearing; and  

C. A 401 Water Quality Certification has been issued, waived or presumed either 
on a generic or individual basis.      

 
The procedure to acquire the permit is located in the references section under USACE, 
2011.  

The NVANG is required to have two Washoe County Air Quality Permits to Operate 
(WCHD, 2019). All operations must comply with the conditions set forth in the Permits to 
Operate and their associated regulations.  

The Proposed Action includes building demolitions, repairs, and new construction. The 
NVANG will be required to modify Permit AAIR16-0508 to reflect the addition, removal, 
or alteration of boilers, hot water heaters, HVAC units, emergency standby diesel 
generators, and painting and blasting operations. The NVANG will also be required to 
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modify Permit AAIR16-0794 to reflect changes in fuel dispensing facilities due to 
construction of the new POL Refueler Yard. 

Initial funding for any permit modifications, new permits and or approvals will be funded 
through the project and are not eligible for environmental funding.  Environmental 
funding would be used for permit fees on an on-going basis.    

6.4 CONCLUSIONS 
Based on the analysis presented in the EA, implementation of the Proposed Action 
would not result in significant or major adverse impacts on any of the resources 
analyzed within this document, and no further analysis or documentation, such as the 
preparation of an EIS, is required.  

• Minor and short-term impacts would occur from implementation of the Proposed 
Action on:  

o air quality,  
o noise,  
o hazardous materials/wastes, solid waste, and other contaminants, and  
o transportation and circulation.  

• Long-term minor impacts would occur on water resources through the piping of 
Margrave Ditch.  

• A short-term beneficial impact would occur on socioeconomics.  
• The impacts of the Proposed Action when combined with impacts from other 

present or planned development in the surrounding area are not anticipated to 
result in significant adverse cumulative impacts.  

All practical and reasonable means will be employed by the NVANG to minimize the 
potential adverse impacts on the human and natural environment. Therefore, a FONSI 
is warranted.
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